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POST-YULE PYRE
When: Friday, January 10th, 8 pm.

Meet: at the Doghead Dinner (Try the chile fries!),

2750 Sloat Blvd @ 46th Ave.

Each year at this time that mysterious urban eco-maniac, DANGER
RANGER, plys the Streets of San Francisco, gathering discarded

Christmas trees. In a simple act of direct recycling, the dried firs are

stacked on the t)each to await the rising surf. Invariably some careless

smoker comes along to thwart the plan. Let's see what happens this year.

Event will be postponed in case of rain. Bring a tree.

BUKOWSKI AT THE RACES
When: Saturday, January 1 1th, 12.-00 Noon.

Where: 7-11 Club, 711 l^arket Street (or meet at 1:55 PM at Cai Train

Station, 3rd St. at Townsond. Buy a ticket for San Mateo-Bay Meadows
Race Track, $3.50 round trip. Train leaves at 2 pm.)

Well drink at the 7-11, stumble down to the train, drink, lake the train to

Bay Meadows, drink, read, drink, play the horses, drink, take the train

back to Frisco, drink. Bring: 1) $$ for drinks, betting, bail, whatever (if

you're thrifty, $10 should be enough); 2) Booze (cheaper than buying it at

the track. Must be well-concealed on person.); 3) Cigars (cheap): 4)

Bukowski prose/poetry (preferably race track stories).

S. Melmoth 415/566-3301

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE
SAN FRANCISCO

CACOPHONY SOCIETY

The Cacophony Society is a randomly

J gathered network of free spirits united

in the pursuit of experiences beyond

the pale of mainstream society. We are

creative social terrorists carving out

temporary autonomous zones within the

hidden real estate of modern culture. We
are the Baroque-costumed figures

occasionally found dancing in all-night

laundromats. We are neo-dada poets

ranting under crumbling freeways in the

early morning hours. We are plop artists

creating alien artifacts waiting to be

discovered inside the office cooler.

"^ We are a society of reality hackers

^^^k working the late paradigm shift.

- '^%^, You may already be a member!

FINNEGANS WAKE PROCESSION
"Are we speachin d'anglais

landadge or are you aprakin

sea Djoytsch?"

When: Saturday, January 18th, 2:44 pm.

Where: Meet at the Sacred Grounds Cafe,

2095 Hayes @ Cole.

Psalmtunes it grauws on me to ramble, ramble, ramble." "Nansense, you

snorsted?" Whe'll, join us in a "Panoptical Purview of Political Progress

and the Future Presentations of the Past'. Here is a challenge for the

cacophonous orator-'FINNEGAN'S WAKE", James Joyce's multifaceted

masterpiece v\^th its complex allegorical language, is certainly made for

the tongue.

In this particular procession, we walk in a line to recite our copies of the

book in unison, on a route from the cafe, thru the park and the Haight to

the obvious destination of Finnegan's Wake Bar. After a bit of practise,

and a bit of luck, we'll get thnj a few pages, aside from actually

understanding it, we're purely interested in its phonetic qualities.

Welcome are any insights over the book, or any possible interpretations.

We can quaff some Guinnef over in the bar-

bababdalgharaghtakamninnaronnkonnbronntonneronntuonn-

thunntrovantx)unannskanntoohoohoordenenthumuk!

Bring: A copy of Finnegan's Wake" by James Joyce, wear a hat, and bring

a few bucks for drinks. If you can't find the book, you can perhaps order

some xeroxed copies of sections from us or fellow cacophonists.

Your Linguistic Morticians: Norsker Torsker Root Atr, 591-6182,

Svanck Erievikkingr Raglanrock Runestone, 641-0265

MEET THE HIGH TIDE

When: Sunday, January 19th, 9:45 am.

Where: Meet in front of Louis' Restaurant, 902 Point Lobos Ave.

(near the Cliff House).

Join us for a moming of surf and spray as we greet the highest tide (7.2

feet) of 1992 from a choice spot somewhere near the Sutro Bath ruins.

We'll attempt to get as close as possible to the pounding waves to

baptize ourselves in salt and spray. In the event of rain or storm, this

event will be even more fun. Foul weather gear recommended.

After retiring for lunch, we'll return at 4:00 PM for the lowest tide of

the year (minus 1 .6 feet) to explore areas which are usually underwater.

Your Host: Captain Nemo

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
When: Tuesday, January 21st, 7:30 pm.

Where: Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. near Larkin.

It's that time of month again when we gather cacophonously in the shadow
of the castle. Bring tales and photos of past events, ideas for future

goings on and a few green ones for some beer.
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THE ATOMIC CAFE
When: Saturday, February 8tti, 730 pm.

Where: Meet at the Ashby BART Station, NW corner of parking lot,

space #351
,
(corner of ML King Drive & Ashby) in Berkeley.

In the not-so-distant future, those deadly devices were finally unleashed

during The Corporate Wars. The nuclear fires swept the earth,

destroying most of humanity. For the few fortunate ones there shall be a

temporary respite from the apocalypse-scarred world. The sanctuary of

the Atomic Cafe once again beckons to the radiation-scarred survivors.

This, our third Atomic Cafe, will be held somewhere in the cmmbling, bleak

expanse that once was the "East Bay". You will be blindfolded and taken

to an undisclosed underground location. A decontamination ritual will be

held followed by a facsimile evening of entertainments reminiscent of our

past carousing and socializing before the fall...

Bring: 1 ) Tough, wami post-atomic garb (the more you look like an

acolyte of the Humingous in Mad Max, the more you'll fit in); 2) Post-

Atomic Pot Luck (canned food & drink, survival rations, road kill,

etc....remember, though, we have to eal this shit!); 3) $5 to cover event

costs; 4) ID required-valid, current identification. If you hiave any

outstanding warrants, stay home; 5) No illegal substances of any type

please.

Occupancy Limit: 75. Restroom facilities are functional. Dancing to live

music by The Mutant Band will close the nighrs activities. Around

midnight we will return you to the decayed, dangerous streets of the

world above.

Your Hosts: The Atomic Cafe Staff.

CHINESE NEW YEAR'S TREASURE HUNT
When: Saturday, February 15th, 4:45 pm SHARP (or you'll be left

behind)

Where: Meet on the roof of the parking garage at Mission Street

between 4th and 5th Streets (4th St. side).

It's a quest through dari( alleyways, dragon-clogged streets and

exploding fireworks in a treasure hunt through Chinatown/North Beach on

the night of the annual New Year's parade. Teams will search for clues in

exotic and obscure locations, using the parade and attendant celebrations

as a sort of obstacle course. Be prepared to skulk through alleyways, to

wander labyrinthine paths and to encounter strange beings in your quest.

Come on time so we can organize the teams and set off before the parade

begins! Please be ready for three to four hours of vigorous activity, and

dress accordingly (good walking/running footwear and layered clothes

are recommended). The hunt culminates with a potluck celebration at an

unusual location, at which the winning team receives its prize and gets to

gloat.

This event will take place regardless of the weather!

Bring: 1) $2 materials fee; 2) A car if you have one (though the treasure

hunt will be on foot); 3) A small flashlight; 4) A potluck meal to share; 5)

A willingness to run madly through the streets with strangers; a spirit of

adventure, a zest for experience and a good 25 cent cigar.

Jeffrey Spaulding, 415/564-5047

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otherwise noted. Deadline

for February events is January 24th. Any subscribers who have not

received a "How To Do Events" sheet should let us know. If you have

mailed in an event writeup and have not received an acknowledgement from

us by the current deadline, call 415/665-0351

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: FUTURE EVENTS FOR 1992

THE ANNUAL BRIDGE DINNER
SAINT STUPID'S DAY PARADE
THE BART LOUNGE
MYSTERIOUS TOASTER MANIFESTATION
THE SEWER TOUR
NIGHT OF THE EXQUISITE CORPSE
THE CARMANIC CONVERGENCE
BURNING MAN

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: EVENT IDEAS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

«o» LOST THEATERS OF SAN FRANCISCO. In 1955 there were
over 75 theaters in the City. Armed with a old directory of theaters and
movie listings from that era, we will conduct a search and photographic

expedition of the current locations which may or may not be recognizable

as old theater builaings. Interested? Call Cacophony @ 415/665-0351.
«o» M. T. M. advises you to start collecting old toasters now. «o»

:::::::::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::: SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

«o» A live performance of the bar scene from the movie Casablanca
will take place at a private party on January 1 1th. Call Cacophony if you
wish to audition for a part. You must: 1) Be intimately familiar with the

film script. 2) Provide your own costume (1940 German or French

military or other character from the movie). 3) Attend two dress

rehearsals. <«»> The Second Annual Elvis Birthday Party

featuring Elvis Vision, a Shake-Your-Pelvis-Sing-Like-Elvis lip-sync

contest and a Viva Las Vegas Raffle will be held at the Southern

Exposure Gallery, 401 Alabama Street, on January 18th, 8 to 1 1 pm, $12
at the door. Call 415/346-9963 for advance tickets and info.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: CACOPHONY COMMENTS::::::::::::™:-::::::::::::::::::::::::

«o» wild Wheels, a documentary film by Herrod Blank, is about

weird art cars and their owners. The worid premier will be held at the

DeYoung Museum on Thursday, January 9th. (We will attempt to park the

earthquake car on the front steps during the show.) «o» The Twin

Peaks movie, FIrewalk with Me, will be out this Spring. This prequel

actually occurs before the TV series. Most of the original cast will be

back, along with Harry Dean Stanton, Chris Isaak and David Bowie.

«o» Pushing the boundaries of kid's cartoons, Ren & Stimpy is a

frantic-paced, Sunday morning show that looks like Hanna-Barbara on

crack. Loaded with adolescent humor and not-so-subtle fart jokes, this

dog and cat comedy team romp through the kitty-litter with a wide

variety of story lines and an occasional parody aimed at TV commercials.

Now showing every Sunday at 1 1 am, channel 27 (until it gets cancelled by

a group of concerned parents). «o» If you prefer quality reading

material, may we suggest the J. Peterman Mall Order Catalogue.

From page 10:"// was almost total abandon, and her appetite, that they

weren't prepared for. Driving from Malaga, she made them stop the car

(a convoy of cars, really). The contesa stepped out, strode over to a

group of dark-skinned shirtless gitanos, singling out a young man,

barley 19 years old, and in front of them all, but especially him, began a

tortured, suggestive slow dance, undoing the buttons of her long leather

skirt, one by one, not with her fingers, but entirely with the slow

rhythmic motion of her hips..." The clothing is overpriced but the ad

copy is worth a Pulitzer Prize. Call 1-800-231-7341 and tell them to

send you a free catalogue.

SUBSCRIBE!
You can experience a year of extra-ordinary activities with a subscription

to Rough Draft Each monthly issue comes in a unique image envelope

stuffed with strange things. Send $10 (check or money order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

For activities in Los Angeles send $10 to:

THE ZONE
6085 VENICE BLVD. #82

LOS ANGELES, CA 90034

Upcoming events include a G.I. Joe Atrocity Exhibition, Laundromat

Poetry readings, a LaBrea Tarpit Party and Cinco de Mayo Confusion.

© 1992 Rough Draft, Dr. Edwina Pythagoras & Genevieve J. Petrone, Editors.

Please copy & distribute. Special thanks this month to Hakim Bey, whose lingustic

expressions may act as descriptors for many of our past/present/future events.
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The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits united in the pursuit of experiences

beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are the haberdashers of delight, the tailors of mayhem, the

cobblers of Utopia and the costumers of the undressed id.

You may already be a member!

" SCHEDULE OF EVENTS "

THE WASTELAND II

'And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,

And the dry stone no sound of water Only

There is shadow under this rock,

(Come in under the shadow of this red rock).

And I will show you something different from either

Your shadow at morning striding behind you
Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;

I will show you fear in handful of dust. ' - T.S. Elliot

We will tour a previously unexplored portion of the abandoned
industrial complex at the Atomic Cafe site. At the - ahem- height of the

tour, we will break out food and eat together while enjoying one of the

lesser known but no less spectacular views of the Bay Bridge

(photographers, bring your own 35mm SLR's and tripods). While we eat

and photograph and enjoy the view, we will discuss the practical uses of

abandoned, industrial sites with underground complexes in the post-

nuclear age as exemplified in the serious cinema by "Escape From New
York", "THX 1 138" and "Terminator". Note: ID is required on this event

along with a willingness and ability to climb fences! Wear appropriate

clothing and bring a working flashlight and gounnet potluck.

VERY II^PORTANT: Put all in a daypack to keep your hands free!

When: Saturday, March 14th, 7 Pl^.

RSVP: 415/751-7502, Limit 20.

Your Host: Harry Holler.

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
Come above-ground for a few hours to hammer out some new

events for April and to re-live our March hijinks.

When: Monday, March 16th, 7:30 PM.
Where: The room at the top of the stairs, Edinburgh Castle Pub,

950 Geary St. near Larkin.

DADA DAY O'GREEN
It was the luck of the Irish, with the discovery of these 26

matching green pants and shirts. Like a tribe of loony leprechauns, we'll

don these identical articles of clothing and proceed from bar to bar. First

stop will be The Little Shamrock, 807 Lincoln Way.
When: Saint Patrick's Day, Tuesday, March 17th, 7:15 PM.
Meet: At the corner of Lincoln Way and 7th Ave.

Call: 415/665-0351 and let us know what size you wear.

MIDNIGHT WALK
In the spirit of past midnight walks, we will gather in a convivial

establishment and quaff a few beverages. Then at 8:45, we will stroll

into a night time mindscape; a geography familiar to many during the day
but wholly alien and mystifying in the obsidian depths of the midnight

hour. We shall end our expedition at another establishment, there to

share in the warmth and camaraderie that one tends to find in such

places, upon the completion of an adventure. This evening is the vernal

equinox and two days past the full moon. We request that walkers

refrain from using any artificial light (flashlights, etc.) unless absolutely

necessary for safety. Short pieces of fiction (poetry, prose pieces,

musings) will be read at landmark spots along the route. We suggest that

if you are driving, you park near 7th Ave. & Irving St., in the Inner Sunset
and bus out to 26th Ave. & Geary. In case of rain, this event will be
postponed until Friday the 27th, same time, same place.

When: Friday, March 20th, 8 PM.
Meet: At Trader Sam's Lounge, 6150 Geary Blvd. at 26th Ave.

Walk ends at Embers Bar, 627 Irving St. at 7th Ave.

Sebastian Melmoth, 415/566-3301.

LOST THEATERS OF SAN FRANCISCO, PART 2
In 1955 there were over 75 theaters in the City. In 1992 there

exists only 35. Now that we have some facts and photos under our
belts, we are set to begin our exploration of the actual sites of former
cinematic shrines. Our first trip will take us down Market Street, where
we will try to find evidence of the many theaters which once existed

there. Bring along any souvenirs or photographs you may have of now
defunct Market Street movie palaces. Our plan is to document our tour

with photographs and then install our own, small, commemorative plaque
at each historic location.

When: Saturday, March 21st, 2 PM.
Meet: Front steps of the Main Library, Larkin and McAllister Sts.

Your Tour Guides: Beulah Bondi and Winslow.

SUNRISE AT THE SOUND TOTEM
Dawn of the vernal equinox* finds the paradoxical center of an

operating, late-20th century industrial park invaded by practicing pagans
and posturing poets of cacophony. Rusting and singularly sonorous, this

arcane monument of our recent but anonymous past stands atop an

obscure and rarely-visited hilltop. Yet its gently loeing vibrations

emanate from a hub of buzzing commercial activity-during the day.

We will gather in the wee hours, carpool to the sight (about a
20-minute journey), and each greet the dawn of spring with a short

reading of a favored bit of literature, or perhaps a minimal pagan ritual

that can be shared (or at least witnessed) by the group. Shy or

illiterate explorers of the urban landscape would probably find the site

itself of interest enough to make the trip worthwhile. Our visit will be

short and discreet: you'll be home in time for breakfast. Bring: A bit of

vaguely pertinent literature, and/or a ritual idea, and/or a thermos of

coffee, and/or breakfast pastries, a valid ID. Attendance not

recommended for those with outstanding warrants.

When: Sunday, March 22nd, 5 AM.
Meet: The south west corner of the parking lot at Church & Market

Look for the two German automobiles with suspicious

characters.
* Actually, the event starts about 54 hours after the Equinox. So, we're

not literalists!

THE MARCEL PROUST SUPPORT GROUP
Late on the evening of February 1 , the members of the Marcel

Proust Support Group who had begun, exactly one year before to the

day before to the day to read through "Remembrance of Things Past",

and had succeeded within that allotted time to read it in its entirety,

gathered in the dark, wood-paneled drawing room by firelight to drink

absinthe, savor the sweet taste of madeleines (so reminiscent of the

beloved text), muse over the twists and turns of the fabulously-crafted

opus and question, in retrospect, what it was that made us do it, but

since the absinthe supply had been all but consumed on a previous

evening, and another bottle could not be located in time, the Proustitutes

contented themselves with gin martinis, straight up, very dry, with

olives, complemented with the obligatory madeleines for dessert,

proceeded by a flat, round, farinaceous concoction adorned with a paste

of fresh herbs, a sea of molten cheese, olives and fungi, and

contemplated the next selection for our joint reading pleasure, A.S.

Byatt's "Possession", a novel reputed to be of Proustian qualities,

agreeing that all Cacophonous lovers of literature willing to take up this

new text were welcome to participate in this companionable literary

adventure, due to commence some time in the month of February, and

again, reading at the rate of ten pages a day, bringing us to completion

some time in the eariy spring.

Albertine 415/923-9722

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otherwise noted.
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THE ATOMIC CAFE
When: Saturday, February 8th, 7:30 pm.

Where: Meet at the Ashby BART Station, NW corner of parking lot,

space #351 ,
(corner of ML King Drive & Ashby) in Berkeley.

In the not-so-distant future, those deadly devices were finally unleashed

during The Corporate Wars. The nuclear fires swept the earth,

destroying most of humanity. For the few fortunate ones there shall be a

temporary respite from the apocalypse-scarred world. The sanctuary of

the Atomic Cafe once again beckons to the radiation-scarred survivors.

This, our third Atomic Cafe, will be held somewhere in the crumbling, bleak

expanse that once was the "East Bay". You will be blindfolded and taken

to an undisclosed underground location. A decontamination ritual will be

held followed by a facsimile evening of entertainments reminiscent of our

past carousing and socializing before the fall-

Bring: 1 ) Tough, warm post-atomic garb (the more you look like an

acolyte of the Humingous in Mad Max, the more you'll fit in); 2) Post-

Atomic Pot Luck (canned food & drink, survival rations, road kill,

etc....remember, though, we have to gat this shiti); 3) $5 to cover event

costs; 4) ID required-valid, current identification. If you have any

outstanding warrants, stay home; 5) No illegal substances of any type

please.

Occupancy Limit: 75. Restroom facilities are functional. Dancing to live

music by The Mutant Band will close the nighrs activities. Around

midnight we will return you to the decayed, dangerous streets of the

world above.

Your Hosts: The Atomic Cafe Staff.

CHINESE NEW YEAR'S TREASURE HUNT
When: Saturday, February 15th, 4:45 pm SHARP (or you'll be left

behind)

Where: Meet on the roof of the parking garage at Mission Street

between 4th and 5th Streets (4th St. side).

It's a quest through dark alleyways, dragon-clogged streets and

exploding fireworks in a treasure hunt through Chinatown/North Beach on

the night of the annual New Year's parade. Teams will search for clues in

exotic and obscure locations, using the parade and attendant celebrations

as a sort of obstacle course. Be prepared to skulk through alleyways, to

wander labyrinthine paths and to encounter strange beings in your quest.

Come on time so we can organize the teams and set off before the parade

begins! Please be ready for three to four hours of vigorous activity, and

dress accordingly (good walking/running footwear and layered clothes

are recommended). The hunt culminates with a potluck celebration at an

unusual location, at which the winning team receives its prize and gets to

gloat.

This event will take place regardless of the weather!

Bring: 1) $2 materials fee; 2) A car if you have one (though the treasure

hunt will be on foot); 3) A small flashlight; 4) A potluck meal to share; 5)

A willingness to run madly through the streets with strangers; a spirit of

adventure, a zest for experience and a good 25 cent cigar.

Jeffrey Spaulding, 415/564-5047

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otherwise noted. Deadline

for February events is January 24th. Any subscribers who have not

received a "How To Do Events" sheet should let us know. If you have

mailed in an event writeup and have not received an acknowledgement from

us by the current deadline, call 415/665-0351

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: FUTURE EVENTS FOR 1992

THE ANNUAL BRIDGE DINNER
SAINT STUPID'S DAY PARADE
THE BART LOUNGE
MYSTERIOUS TOASTER MANIFESTATION
THE SEWER TOUR
NIGHT OF THE EXQUISITE CORPSE
THE CARMANIC CONVERGENCE
BURNING MAN

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: EVENT IDEAS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

«o» LOST THEATERS OF SAN FRANCISCO. In 1955 there were
over 75 theaters in the City. Armed with a old directory of theaters and
movie listings from that era, we vjaII conduct a search and photographic

expedition of the current locations which may or may not be recognizable

as old theater buildings. Interested? Call Cacophony @ 415/665-0351.
«o» M. T. M. advises you to start collecting old toasters now. «o»

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::n:::::::::

«o» A live performance of the bar scene from the movie Casablanca
will take place at a private party on January 1 1th. Call Cacophony if you

wish to audition for a part. You must: 1) Be intimately familiar with the

film script. 2) Provide your own costume (1940 German or French

military or other character from the movie). 3) Attend two dress

rehearsals. <«>» The Second Annual Elvis Birthday Party

featuring Elvis Vision, a Shake-Your-Pelvis-Sing-Like-Elvis lip-sync

contest and a Viva Las Vegas Raffle will be held at the Southern

Exposure Gallery, 401 Alabama Street, on January 18th, 8 to 1 1 pm, $12
at the door. Call 415/346-9963 for advance tickets and info.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: CACOPHONY COMMENTS :::::::::::::™:::::::"::::::::::::::::::

«o» Wild Wheels, a documentary film by Herrod Blank, is about

weird art cars and their owners. The worid premier will be held at the

DeYoung Museum on Thursday, January 9th. (We will attempt to park the

earthquake car on the front steps during the show.) «o» The Twin

Peaks movie, FIrewalk with Me, will be out this Spring. This prequel

actually occurs before the TV series. Most of the original cast will be

back, along with Han7 Dean Stanton, Chris Isaak and David Bowie.

«o» Pushing the boundaries of kid's cartoons, Ren & Stimpy is a

frantic-paced, Sunday morning show that looks like Hanna-Barbara on

crack. Loaded with adolescent humor and not-so-subtle fart jokes, this

dog and cat comedy team romp through the kitty-litter with a wide

variety of story lines and an occasional parody aimed at TV commercials.

Now showing every Sunday at 1 1 am, channel 27 (until it gets cancelled by

a group of concerned parents). «o» If you prefer quality reading

material, may we suggest the J. Peterman Mail Order Catalogue.

From page 10:"/f was almost total abandon, and her appetite, that ttiey

weren't prepared for. Driving from Malaga, she made them stop the car

(a convoy of cars, really). The contesa stepped out. strode over to a

group of dark-skinned shirtless gitanos, singling out a young man,

barley 19 years old, and in front of them all, but especially him, began a

tortured, suggestive slow dance, undoing the buttons other long leather

skirt, one by one, not with her fingers, but entirely with the slow

rhythmic motion of her hips... ' The clothing is overpriced but the ad

copy is worth a Pulitzer Prize. Call 1-800-231-7341 and tell them to

send you a free catalogue.

SUBSCRIBE!

You can experience a year of extra-ordinary activities with a subscription

to Rough Draft Each monthly issue comes in a unique image envelope

stuffed with strange things. Send $10 (check or money order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

For activities in Los Angeles send $10 to:

THE ZONE
6085 VENICE BLVD. #82

LOS ANGELES, CA 90034

Upcoming events include a G.I. Joe Atrocity Exhibition, Laundromat

Poetry readings, a LaBrea Tarpit Party and Cinco de Mayo Confusion.

© 1992 Rough Draft, Dr. Edwina Pytfiagoras & Genevieve J. Petrone, Editors.

Please copy & distribute. Special thanks this month to Hakim Bey, whose lingustic

expressions may act as descriptors for many of our past/present/future events.
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THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE SAN FRANCISCO CACOPHONY SOCIETY
ISSUE ^65 415/665-0351 MARCH 1992

The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits united in the pursuit of experiences

beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are the haberdashers of delight, the tailors of mayhem, the

cobblers of Utopia and the costumers of the undressed id.

You may already be a memberl

" SCHEDULE OF EVENTS "

THE WASTELAND II

"And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief,

And the dry stone no sound of water. Only

There is shadow under this rock,

(Come in under the shadow of this red rock),

And I will show you something different from either

Your shadow at morning striding behind you

Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;

I will show you fear in handful of dust. " - T.S. Elliot

We will tour a previously unexplored portion of the abandoned
industrial complex at the Atomic Cafe site. At the - ahem- height of the

tour, we will breal< out food and eat together while enjoying one of the

lesser known but no less spectacular views of the Bay Bridge

(photographers, bring your own 35mm SLR's and tripods). While we eat

and photograph and enjoy the view, we will discuss the practical uses of

abandoned, industrial sites with underground complexes in the post-

nuclear age as exemplified in the serious cinema by "Escape From New
York", "THX 1 138" and "Terminator". Note: ID is required on this event

along with a willingness and ability to climb fences! Wear appropriate

clothing and bring a working flashlight and gourmet potluck.

VERY ifwIPORTANT: Put all in a daypack to keep your hands free!

When: Saturday, Inarch 14th, 7 PIvl.

RSVP: 415/751-7502, Limit 20.

Your Host: Harry Holler.

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
Come above-ground for a few hours to hammer out some new

events for April and to re-live our f^arch hijinks.

When: f^onday, Inarch 16th, 7:30 Pl^.

Where: The room at the top of the stairs, Edinburgh Castle Pub,

950 Geary St. near Larkin.

DADA DAY O'GREEN
It was the luck of the Irish, with the discovery of these 26

matching green pants and shirts. Like a tribe of loony leprechauns, we'll

don these identical articles of clothing and proceed from bar to bar. First

stop will be The Little Shamrock, 807 Lincoln Way.
When: Saint Patrick's Day, Tuesday, March 17th, 7:15 PM.
Meet: At the corner of Lincoln Way and 7th Ave.

Call: 415/665-0351 and let us know what size you wear.

MIDNIGHT WALK
In the spirit of past midnight walks, we will gather in a convivial

establishment and quaff a few beverages. Then at 8:45, we will stroll

into a night time mindscape; a geography familiar to many during the day
but wholly alien and mystifying in the obsidian depths of the midnight

hour. We shall end our expedition at another establishment, there to

share in the warmth and camaraderie that one tends to find in such

places, upon the completion of an adventure. This evening is the vernal

equinox and two days past the full moon. We request that walkers

refrain from using any artificial light (flashlights, etc.) unless absolutely

necessary for safety. Short pieces of fiction (poetry, prose pieces,

musings) will be read at landmark spots along the route. We suggest that

if you are driving, you park near 7th Ave. & Irving St., in the Inner Sunset
and bus out to 26th Ave. & Geary. In case of rain, this event will be
postponed until Friday the 27th, same time, same place.

When: Friday, March 20th, 8 PM.
Meet: At Trader Sam's Lounge, 6150 Geary Blvd. at 26th Ave.

Walk ends at Embers Bar, 627 Irving St. at 7th Ave.

Sebastian Melmoth, 415/566-3301.

LOST THEATERS OF SAN FRANCISCO, PART 2
In 1955 there were over 75 theaters in the City. In 1992 there

exists only 35. Now that we have some facts and photos under our
belts, we are set to begin our exploration of the actual sites of former
cinematic shrines. Our first trip will take us down Market Street, where
we will try to find evidence of the many theaters which once existed

there. Bring along any souvenirs or photographs you may have of now
defunct Market Street movie palaces. Our plan is to document our lour

with photographs and then install our own, small, commemorative plaque
at each historic location.

When: Saturday, March 21st, 2 PM.
Meet: Front steps of the Main Library, Larkin and McAllister Sts.

Your Tour Guides: Beulah Bondi and Winslow.

SUNRISE AT THE SOUND TOTEM
Dawn of the vernal equinox* finds the paradoxical center of an

operating, late-20th century industrial park invaded by practicing pagans
and posturing poets of cacophony. Rusting and singularly sonorous, this

arcane monument of our recent but anonymous past stands atop an

obscure and rarely-visited hilltop. Yet its gently loeing vibrations

emanate from a hub of buzzing commercial activity-during the day.

We will gather in the wee hours, carpool to the sight (about a

20-minute journey), and each greet the dawn of spring with a short

reading of a favored bit of literature, or perhaps a minimal pagan ritual

that can be shared (or at least witnessed) by the group. Shy or

illiterate explorers of the urban landscape would probably find the site

itself of interest enough to make the trip worthwhile. Our visit will be

short and discreet: you'll be home in time for breakfast. Bring: A bit of

vaguely pertinent literature, and/or a ritual idea, and/or a thermos of

coffee, and/or breakfast pastries, a valid ID. Attendance not

recommended for those with outstanding warrants.

When: Sunday, March 22nd, 5 AM.

Meet: The south west corner of the parking lot at Church & Market

Look for the two German automobiles with suspicious

characters.
* Actually, the event starts about 54 hours after the Equinox. So, we're

not literalists!

THE MARCEL PROUST SUPPORT GROUP
Late on the evening of Febmary 1, the members of the Marcel

Proust Support Group who had begun, exactly one year before to the

day before to the day to read through "Remembrance of Things Pasf,

and had succeeded within that allotted time to read it in its entirety,

gathered in the dark, wood-paneled drawing room by firelight to drink

absinthe, savor the sweet taste of madeleines (so reminiscent of the

beloved text), muse over the twists and turns of the fabulously-crafted

opus and question, in retrospect, what it was that made us do it, but

since the absinthe supply had been all but consumed on a previous

evening, and another bottle could not be located in time, the Proustitutes

contented themselves with gin martinis, straight up, very dry, with

olives, complemented with the obligatory madeleines for dessert,

proceeded by a flat, round, farinaceous concoction adorned with a paste

of fresh herbs, a sea of molten cheese, olives and fungi, and

contemplated the next selection for our joint reading pleasure, A.S.

Byatt's "Possession", a novel reputed to be of Proustian qualities,

agreeing that all Cacophonous lovers of literature willing to take up this

new text were welcome to participate in this companionable literary

adventure, due to commence some time in the month of February, and

again, reading at the rate of ten pages a day, bringing us to completion

some time in the early spring.

Aibertine 415/923-9722

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otherwise noted.
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SAINT STUPIDS DAY PARADE - April 1st.

THE MAD HATTER'S TEA PARTY & EASTER EGG HUNT - April

19th.

STALKER - A dark game where furtive, dangerous figures stalk each

other through the dank, labyrinthine corridors and sub-basements of an
abandoned industrial worid. The winners survive. Not for the squeamish
or meek. - April 25th.

Also coming with Rough Draft, detailed information on 'How To Do
Events" and "A Practical Costuming Guide For Cacophony".

:::™::::::::::~:::::::::::~::::::::::::::::: EVENT IDEAS :::™:::::::~::::::™z™::::™~™

THE HUf\^AN CHESS GAME -We want to stage a human chess game.
We have a fairly magical site in a well-known urban park picked out for

this nocturnal activity. What we need are names and phone numbers of

people interested in participating as chess pieces, or with ideas to make
the game itself less tedious for the "pieces", or (most importantly)

people interested in creating costumes for the chess pieces. Call

Cacophony and specify "interested in human chess game" and leave

your phone number!!

SIGHTWORKS - We'd like to organize "The Art Rat Seabees" and
conduct a site probe to a remote desert location where we'll labor

without receiving pay or head-and transform the environs into earth art

or site sculpture during the last week of April. Over the weekend of

May 2-3, the Paratheatrix Group will join us; together we'll stage a
nouveau/retro art happening. We'll party down and immortalize

ourselves via CyberStills view camera portraits. We'll cauterize

Washington political cancers, heralding an age of truth. Eariy inquiries

invited to help with organizing, costumery, props, sculpture. Imago
Photon 415/488-9864, Sebastian Melmoth 415/566-3301.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: REVIEW OF LAST MONTH'S EVENTS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

THE ATOMIC CAFE - A large crowd of 165 people, most of them
looking like characters out of a Mad Max movie, made the perilous

journey through the underground chambers leading to a unique dining and
dancing experience. The Atomic Cafe, (established in 1989 and built

from the decaying physical & psychological remnants of the Cold War), is

always over the edge and underground.

CHINESE NEW YEAR'S TREASURE HUNT - Eighteen teams of

treasure hunters braved exploding firewori<s and crowds of people and as

they searched for clues hidden in the dark alleyways and dragon-clogged

streets of Chinatown. Most of them made it to the potluck by 9 except

one team which got sidetracked when they crashed a party at Zeotrope

Studios. Reports of Francis Ford Coppola wearing a bathrobe at the

party are true.

LOST THEATERS OF SAN FRANCISCO - Our first meeting took

place at the main branch of the San Francisco Public Library, primarily

in the History Room. It was here that we unearthed myriad, pictorial

files, which documented many, many theaters which have been

destroyed or converted to other uses over the years. While the beautiful,

ornate Castro Theater may look unique and ostentatious to us now, our

research showed us that many theaters of the past were very much like

the Castro. We also discovered that Market Street was the main

location of many of the lost theaters-about 17 of them co-existed on this

main street and we are not convinced that this is the final count! The
most notable finding is the odd and contradictory evolution of

(respectable) movie theaters into both "adult" theaters and places of

worship. Before starting our project, we theorized that the majority of

theaters closed in the 1950's, due to the invention of television, but we
were not wholly correct here. We learned that theaters have been
opening and closing for decades before the 1950's, in addition to

undergoing numerous name changes. Tune in this month as our research

continues...

For events in Southern California, contact the Los Angeles Cacophony
Society at 213/937-2759. Their newsletter is available by sending $10
to:

THE ZONE
6085 VENICE BLVD. #82
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034

r~:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::":::::::: LOST & FOUND ::::::™n::n:~rn::::::::~nn::::~:::::::::::::::::

Found: One Hambrecht & Quist carrying bag, also an inflatable Earth

globe. Lost: one ceramic serving bowl.

APRIL EVENTS PLANNING GUIDE
Dari<est Night: April 2nd. Full Moon & Good Friday: April 17th. Deadline

for April events is Friday, March 20th. If you have mailed in an event

writeup and have not received an acknowledgement from us by the

current deadline, call 415/665-0351

.

:::::::::::::::::::::::: - SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY EVENTS « :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

On March 7th, Frank Moore's physically impaired erotic

weirdness pushes the limits of reality with "Passions Play" at Studio 14
499 Embarcadero, Oakland, RSVP 510/526-7858. Cost- $5 to $15."
"Chicken Boy: The Movie" will be playing at The-Bottom-Of-The-Hill,

1233 Seventeenth Street on March 17th. Doors open at 6, Those Dam
Accordions will play at 7, movie screenings at 7:30 & 8:30. (Chicken Boy
is a kind of L.A. styled Doggie Diner.) Free catalogues will be available.
•• Another event on March 17th is a St. Patrick's Day Star Trek Party
which is sponsored by the Greater Bay Area Costumers Guild. The
party will be held in honor of SL Patrick Stewart, commander of the

Enterprise. Bring and/or wear something related to Star Trek. Also,
bring potluck food that looks like it came from outer space. For more
Information, call 415/864-5511. •• The Faerie-Tale Masquerade Ball, also
presented by the Greater Bay Area Costumers Guild, will be held on
June 13th at the Clocktower in Benicia. This will be an elaborate,

costume-only event, with a medieval to 19th Century Faerie-Tale theme.
There will also be a mask and costume competition and entertainment by
the Divertimento Orchestra, Daoine Sidhe (a Celtic fusion group), Annie
Lore (lutanist) and Carnival of Wonders Puppet Show. Tickets are $45,
going up to $60 after March 31st. For more information, call 415/864-
551 1. •• The construction site in front of the Moscone convention center
could become the location for a daytime show by Sun/ival Research
Labs on April 8th, if it gets the OK from city officials. (We are
wondering what a 13 foot long, VI pulse-jet rocket engine can do to the

windows in the financial district.)

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: - CACOPHONY COMMENTS « :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Long-time Cacophonists, Camille Fischer and Jim Bun-ill invites everyone
to celebrate their wedding on March 15th. This event will be held in the
Miwok area of the Huddart County Park in Woodside at 1 PM. (Tell the

Park Rangers at the gate that you're here for the wedding.) No gifts

please, but feel free to bring musical instruments to play and poetry that

you'd like to share. You can dress any way you want. An informal

evening reception will be held later at their home at 531 Roosevelt Ave in

Redwood City. •• A stylish exhibit of hand-painted silk ties from the 40's

& 50's is now showing at the San Francisco International Airport. •• A
UFO group in Switzeriand has petitioned the government to setup an
embassy for extraterrestrials. •• Speaking of strange life-forms, we
found an ad in a recent issue of the local new age magazine. Common
Ground, for a psychic who is channeling BartDie & Ken. And you didn't

even know that they were dead. •• One of our members called last week
with a question: "Where can I get Serial Killer Trading Cards?" It might

be fun to ask the clerk at your local Hallmari< store. We'll find out. ••

Your editors want to know: Are we becoming mainstream? One day's

trip to the mailbox brought us mail from both the Holiday Inn, inviting us

to use their facilities, and the San Francisco Opera, with a mailer

addressed to "Program Chair".... ? Do they really know who we are? ••

Attention subscribers: the Dead Yeti poster (included with your Rough
Draft) is based on a recent prank by the LA Cacophony Society. Please

copy and post in your neighborhood. Do you have any ideas for bizarre

lost pet posters. Do you know of any strange phenomena upcoming or

ongoing? Do you have odd requests or items of weird lore to share?

Give us a call. We're the only Cacophony that's listed in the San
Francisco phone book!

SUBSCRIBE
You can experience a year of unusual activities with a subscription to

Rough Draft. Each monthly issue comes in a unique image envelope

stuffed with strange things. Send $10 (check or money order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

© 1992 Rough Draft, Dr. Edwina Pythagoras & Genevieve J. Petrone,

Editors. If you want your copy of Rough Draft in black & white for

reproduction purposes, let us know.
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The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits united in the pursuit of experiences

beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are the culinary experts of the urban kitchen, the milkmen of

discontent, the bakers of the underground and the caterers to your unconscious.

You may already be a member!

THE ATOMIC CAFE
When: Saturday, February 8th, 8:00 PM.

Where: Meet at the Ashby BART Station, near Ashby & Adeline

Streets, NW corner of parking lot (ML King Drive & Ashby) in Berkeley.

In the not-so-distant future, those deadly devices were finally unleashed

during The Corporate Wars. The nuclear fires swept the earth,

destroying most of humanity. For the few fortunate ones there shall be

a temporary respite from the apocalypse-scan-ed world. The sanctuary

of the Atomic Cafe once again beckons to the radiation-scarred

sunflvors. This, our third Atomic Cafe, will be held somewhere in the

crumbling. Weak expanse that once was the "East Bay". You vwll be

blindfolded and taken to an undisck)sed underground locatkin where an

effigy of the "Fat Man" bomb still exists. A decontamination ritual will be

held followed by a facsimile evening of entertainments reminiscent of our

past carousing and socializing before the fall...

Bring: 1) Tough, warm post-atomic garb (the more you took like an

acolyte of the Humingous in Mad Max, the more you'll fit in); 2) Post-

Atomic Pot Luck (canned food & drink, survival rations, road kill,

etc....remember, though, we have to eat this shit!); 3) $5 to cover event

costs; 4) ID required-valid, current identificatbn. If you have any

outstanding warrants, stay home; 5) No Illegal substances of any type.

The Atomic Cafe occupies an 8,500 square feet chamber located inside a

much larger decaying, underground complex. Restroom facilities are

functional. Dancing to live music by The Mutant Band will ctose the

night's activities. Around midnight we will retum you to the decayed,

dangerous streets of the world above.

Your Hosts: The Atomic Cafe Staff.

CHINESE NEW YEAR'S TREASURE HUNT
When: Saturday, February 15th, 4:45 pm SHARP (or you'll be left

behind).

Where: Meet on the roof of the parking garage at Mission Street

between 4th and 5th Streets (4th St. side).

irs a quest through dark alleyways, dragon-clogged streets and exploding

fireworks in a treasure hunt through Chinatown/North Beach on the

night of the annual New Year's parade. Teams will search for clues in

exotic and obscure locations, using the parade and attendant

celebrations as a sort of obstacle course. Be prepared to skulk through

alleyways, to wander labyrinthine paths and to encounter strange beings

in your quest. Come on time so we can organize the teams and set off

before the parade begins! Please be ready for three to four hours of

vigorous activity, and dress accordingly (good walking/running footwear

and layered ctotties are recommended). The hunt culminates with a
potluck celebration at an unusual tocation, at which the winning team
receives its prize and gets to gloat.

This event will take place regardless of the weather!

Bring: 1) $2 materials fee; 2) A small flashlight; 3) A potluck meal to

share; 4) A willingness to run madly through the streets with strangers;

a spirit of adventure, a zest for experience and a good 25 cent cigar.

Jeffrey Spaulding, 415/564-5047

DADA DRAMATICS (or A Dalian Deierium Delete)

When: Saturday, February 15th, 8:00 PM.

A performance of the play The First Celestial Adventure of Mr.

Antipyrine, Fire Extinguisher by Tristan Tzara, starring Debra Nicholson
and Ronn Rosen. Also, well all perform a one-page play called The
Nativity Play by Hugo Ball. Please bring liquor or food to share. This
event limited to 30 people. ForinfoortoR.S.V.P.,call RonnArp,
415/665-0219. No smoking at this event, please.

THE GATHERING OF THE FANG GANG
When: Monday, February 17th, 9100 PM.
Where: The Red Vic Theater, 1727 Haight St.

'When she had sucked the marrow from every bone, I turned to

her as languid as a stone to give her one last kiss...and saw her thus: A
slimy rotten wineskin, full of pus! I shut my eyes, transfixed in a chill of

fright, and when I opened them to the living light...Beside me there, that

powerful robot that fed its fill out of my blood...was not: Instead, the cold
mins of a skeleton shivered, creaking like a weather vane or like a sign
hung out on an iron arm swinging through bng winter nights in the storm.

'

-Baudelaire

Beckoning all from the Darkness. View the master himself,

"Nosferatu" on the screen at 9:30 PM at the Red Vic Theater on Upper
Haight. Come dressed in your finest vamp-gear. No garlic, please.

Brings for admission.

Contact: Sputum Akhkharu, 415/241-0416



THE CACOPHONY MEETING
When: Tuesday, February I8th, 750 PM.

Where: Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. near Larkin.

"Sunrise, sunset, sunrise, sunset, swiftly flow the days.. .seedlings turn

overnight to sunflowers, blossoming even as we gaze"... Another month

has passed and ifs lime once again for the monthly meeting of the

Society Cacophonous. Come sing your own show tune, but please, no

rumbles!

:::::::::::::::::::::: LAST MOMTH'S EVENTS ::::::::::::::::::::::

BUKOWSKI AT THE RACES
We took the CalTrain down to the Bay Meadows Racetrack.

Drinking, cursing and loudly reading the poetry of Charles Bukowski. It

was great fun for those of us who participated in this event. For the
unsuspecting public, it was The Train Ride From Hell. On the way back,
we got thrown off the train.

LOST THEATERS OF SAN FRANCISCO
When: Saturday, February 22nd, 1:30 PM.

Where: Front steps of the Main Library. Larkin and McAllister Sts.

In 1955 there were over 75 theaters in the City. In 1992 there exists only

35. In this, our preliminary meeting, we will do some research at the

library among old newspapers and books, looking for photographs of the

lost theaters as well as listings of some of the films which played at

these theaters. We will then go for coffee to share the knowledge that

we have uncovered. In following months, we will conduct search and

photographic expeditions of the current locations, which may or may not

be recognizable as old theater buildings. We will visit perhaps a half-

dozen locations during each excursion, leaving behind small

commemorative plaques at each shrine.

Your Tour Guides: Beulah Bondi and Winslow

A VISIT TO THE MUSEUM, AND A TRIBUTE TO MARCEL
DUCHAMP
When: Saturday, February 29th, 1 :06 PM.

Where: Meet in front of the San Francisco Museum of Modem Art, Van
Ness Avenue and McAllister Street.

The massive Anselm Kiefer is up, also paintings by Matisse, Herrold,

Blechner and some Edvard Munch prints. There's even some William

Wiley and John Cage drawings to see, as well as the museums own
doorknobs, light fixtures and wall mouldings to scnjtinize carefully for

their brilliant aesthetic display. As we study and critique these non-

labelled museum masterpieces, let's see if the general public of museum
goers appreciativelyjoin in. You can even bring a sketch pad to draw

these installations, the event is in memory of Marcel Duchamp, who at

around 1913, began displaying what he called "Readymades". Among a

few of these found objects were a bicycle wheel, and a urinal (the latter

of which there are a few of them existing in particular rooms at the

museum.) Bring: $4 entry fee. Costume not recommended.

Svensk Runestone, Curator.

All events are in San Francisco & free unless othenwise noted. Any
subscribers who have not received a 'How To Do Events" sheet should

let us know.

MARCH EVENTS PLANNING GUIDE
Dari<est Night: March 4th • Full Moon: March 18th • Holidays: Saint

Patrick's Day, March 17th • Deadline for March events is Friday,

February 21 st. If you have mailed in an event writeup and have not

received an acknowledgement from us by the cun-ent deadline, call

415/665-0351.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY ::::::::::::::::::::::

Theater Concrete presents an evening of not-so-romantic video on

February 14th. Brace yourself for some hard reality with "Feeding

Frenzy", a story about people living on the edge. It's a visual ti'ip through

labyrinthine tunnels and the rubble of razed construction sites. (Some of

our events look like this.) 8:30 pm, 613 Laguna St, $4 admission. Info

415/252-5939.

THE FINNEGANS WAKE PROCESSION
Walking down Haight Street, we were constantly asked 'What

are you doing?' Our reply, that we were reading James Joyce's
Finnegan's Wake, always evoked another question... 'Whafs that?'

MEET THE HIGH TIDE
Gathering above the Suti-o Bath ruins, most of us managed to

get wet when we encountered the ocean spray from the highest tide of

1992. Later that day, the extremely low tide uncovered several
wonderful surprises, including the boiler tanks from the from the wreck of
the Ohioan, which hit the rocks in 1938. Also, a couple of large

undenwater caves below the Cliff House were explored by several
adventurous Cacophonists.

TALES FROM THE ZONE
January was a busy month for the Los Angeles Cacophony

Society. The Gl Joe Atrocity Exhibit, "WALL OF PAIN", caused a near
riot at the Ramada Inn during the Gl Joe Collectors Convention. The
display of dismembered and disfigured dolls was threatened with even
further damage by angry collectors. A videotape of the incident will

shown at the next San Francisco Cacophony meeting on February 18th.

Taking a tip from our Lost Pet Poster prank (15 foot snake
loose in Golden Gate Park, see Rough Draft issue #45) the Zoners
generated quite a bit of interest when they disti'ibuted a dead Yetti flyer.

RD subscribers will receive a copy with the next mailing. You can Xerox
it and post copies in your own neighbortwod.

The L.A. Cacophony newsletter is available by sending $10 to:

THE ZONE
6085 VENICE BLVD. #82
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•CACOPHONY COMMENTS* ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

• Would you trust the results of a self-evaluation test titled "Are You A
Genius?"? It's in the January Readers Digest... answers on page 140. •

Occasionally we find something in the television wasteland that bears

watching. Mystery Science Theater 3000 may be it. Really shjpid

movies are enlivened by humorous comments made by a couple of robots

and their human sidekick. Tune in to Comedy Cenb-al, channel 39, 12:30

AM Saturday mornings. Some people tape it religiously. • Many local

Cacophonites thought that their house was special when they found a
card on the doorknob which said "Your home had been prayed for by

Richard and Sandy." It seems that missionaries from The Voice of

Pentecost, a local evangelical church tocated in the okJ El Rey Theater

on Ocean Ave, have hit hundreds of homes in SF after the Lord spoke to

their leader. Judging from the photo on the card, any pastor wearing a
multi-colored tie like that one can1 be all bad. There must be an event in

here somewhere. • Do you know of any sb"ange phenomena upcoming or

ongoing? Have odd requests or items of weird lore to share? Call

Cacophony at 415/665-0231. •

I

SUBSCRIBE!
You can experience a year of unusual activities with a subscription to

Rough Draft. Each monthly issue comes in a unique image envelope

stuffed with strange things. Send $10 (check or money order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

© 1992 Rough Draft, Dr. Edwina Pythagoras & Genevieve J. Petrone,

Editors. Please copy & distribute.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

SAINT STUPID'S DAY PARADE
Ifs a wild and zany parade trough the financia!

district in this annual tribute to the saint of the
parking meters. This is a big investment in FUN
so bnng your pennies to throw at the bankers
heart and be sure to wear an extra pair of socks
to the Stock Exchange. Sponsored by Bishop
Joey & The First Church Of The Last Laugh.
When: Wednesday. April 1st, Noon.
Meet: At the Valtencourt Fountain,

Embarcadero Plaza.

The Cacophony Society is a randomly
gathered network of free spints united in the

pursuit of experiences beyond the pale of
mainstream society. We are the weathermen

of unruliness, the anchonwomen of

psychedelic broadcasts, the reporters of
mayhem, and the sportecasters of the

discordian baseball of the mind.

\ You may already be a member!

BILL BURROUGHS' WILD WEST
SHOOTING GALLERY: A Multi-Media

Appreciation
Beyond the Cities of the Red Night and West of the Place

of Dead Roads lies the tnterzone. Here we will meet the

wild Boys, tune into Dead City Radio, and watch Towers

Open Fire: "a black mist poured out and hung in the air like

boiling fur The Sailor^ face dissolved.' Bring Your Own
Bug powder. No smoking, please.

When: Friday, April 10th. 8 PM.
Where: 1442 Judah St, upstairs apt.

Sponsored by Ronn and Greg, 41 5/664-3220.

THE WASTELAND III

Who was that earfy sodtMster in Kansas? He learned at the gate post and studied the horizon and
figured what wheat might do next year and thed to calculate why God ever made the grasshopper

and why two days of hot winds smother the life out of a stand of wheat and why there was such a
spread between what he got for grain and the price quoted in Chicago and New York.

"

We will take a walking tour of a completely unique and virUjally intact portion of the post-Sandburg
San Francisco industrial waste land, ending in a chamber wttfi a panoramic view of it all where we
will enjoy our non-technological eats and drinks. We will again discuss whether the waste land is

sterile and doomed to extinction by the fatal flaw of our over developed frontal lobes, important

Note: ID IS REQUIRED ON THIS TOUR. Umrt 20 participants. Please RSVP. Bring: i) A
securely seated gourmet, quaifty potluck dish and drink carried in a knapsack to leave your hands
free, 2) Hiking boots or sneakers, 3) The smallest flashlight you can get (no bigger than AA size), 4)

Layered clothing appropriate to the weather as we will be botn m and out of doors. 5) Gloves you
don't care about to protect your hands.

When: Saturday, April 1 1th, 7 PM.
Where: Please see RSVP 41 5/751-7502.

Cost $5.

Your Host Harry HaBer.

Technrcal Assistants: Sebastian Melmoth and St Sixtus.



DESERT SITEWORKS #1: Planning Meeting
In May (and/or perhaps June) we will journey to unexplored regions

of the Black Rock Desert, expressly to make art. We'll do gonzo
giant earth drawings, bodypainting, become mudpeople, flaunt

props and personal fetishes. Then we'll enact a primordial theater

event and photograph it. We'll party down, have a hot soak and
watch the desert stars revolve.

Currently, there are about 10 people involved--and we're hoping for

more. We need creative collaborators with skills and interest in the

following: costumes (creating strange and frabjous threads).

bodypainting (both make-up and whole-body), props (Americana,

kitsch, totems, fetishes, etc.), sculpture (ability to craft distinctive

objects both large and small and make funky assemblages out of

found materials), drawing (on the desert floor), ACTORS --

Cacophonists to portray les liasons amoreux et dangereux

.

When: Thursday, April 16th, 7 PM.

Where: The ground floor, front meeting room at The Edinburgh

Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. near Larkin.

Join Sebastian Melmoth 415/566-3301 and Imago Photon 415/488-

9864 at the next organizational meeting.

THE 2nd ANNUAL, THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
VICTORIAN CROQUET TOURNAMENT, MAD HATTER'S
TEA PARTY. WHITE RABBIT EASTER EGG HUNT AND
PICNIC
"The time has come, the Walrus said.

To talk of many things:

Of shoes - and ships - and sealing-wax -

Of cabbages - and kings -

And why the sea is boiling hot -

And whether pigs have wings
"

Bring an outdoor lunch, served up with your fine china (no paper
plates allowed) and a blanket to sit on. Anyone not making an

attempt to dress for this occasion will be ignored. This event is co-

hosted by the Greater Bay Area Costumer's Guild.

When: Easter Sunday, April 19th. Noon to 5 PM.
Cost: $1 to cover park fees.

Where: Linley Meadow in Golden Gate Park (NorthEast of the

Polo Field).

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
Come and weep, cheer and growl as we figure it all out. Bring some
ideas for events tor May or beyond, along with your memories of

past events. Don't be shy, we're all Cacophonists'

When: Monday, April 20th, 7:30 PM.
Where: The Edinburgh Castle, 950 Geary St. (the room on the

second floor).

STALKER
We'll play vanations on the games "Killer" and "Capture the Flag" in

an entirely alien, dangerous, labyrinthine, underground chamber.
The gaming will be dead serious. Your clothing will be trashed and
you will need a bath at the end of play. We will run, climb, stalk and
crawl through a dimly-lighted, thoroughly bizarre and creepy world,

with the intent to kill. NOT FOR THE MEEK.

Bring: 1 ) All black (or very dark) clothing that you do not care about,

2) Good boots or tennis shoes, 3) Small pack with drinks in

unbreakable container and snacks, 4) $2 for event costs, 5) I.D.

(valid and current), no warrants, 6) Absolutely no alcohol oi

controlled substances of any type.

"Whatever does not kill me makes me hungry." -Melmoth
When: Saturday, April 25th. 8:30 PM.
Where: Ball diamond. Golden Gate Park, 7th Avenue at Lincoln

Way (we'll carpool to location, approximately 6 miles).

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otherwise noted.

MAY EVENTS PLANNING GUIDE
Dar1<est Night: May 15th. Full Moon May 2nd & 31st. Labor Day: May 25th.

Deadline tor May events is Fnday, /\pril 24th. It you have mailed in an event
wnteup and have not received an acknowteogement trom us t)y ttie current

deadline, call 415/665^351

.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: PAST EVENTS ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

DADA DAY O'GREEN fourxj a small group of green-clad e*ves celebrating Saint

Patnck's day. We went through a lot of beer, corned teef and cabbage l»tore

finally getting kicked out for feeding our pet rat, Noah Knows.

Thirty-five people showed up tor the MIDNIGHT WALK and strolled through

Gokten Gate Park in the darkness, stopping at scenic points along the way to

read mysterious prose. /Vmong the scenic visions was a toaster hanging high on
a ligtit pole, a profound Cacophony nehc trom another event held last year ago.

It was a study in movie ttieater history and aichitecture wtien LOST THEATERS
OF S/\N FRANCISCO attached commerative placques to 41 buiWings on
Market Street. Look for the 2 by 4 inch markers when you walk by.

::::::::::::::::::::::::: FUTURE EVENTS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

KILL YOUR TV will happen sometime this summer. A suitatale location is being

sought. - THE MYSTERIOUS TOASTER MANIFESTATION will pop-up when
ttie time is right. •• A lot more activities are now tieing planned around the

BURNING MAN in September. •• A senes of URBAN G/VMES will be played in

and around the city. •• THE MAD BOMBER is devising special cytier-events

which can tie experienced t)y individuals in remote kxations •• You can expect

more events from the poets, pranksters, adventurers, dadaists arxJ costumers of

Cacophony.

For events in Southern California, contact the Los Angeles Cacophony Society at

213/937-2759. Their newsletter is availatite t)v sending $10 to

THE ZONE
6085 VENICE BLVD. #82
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034

:::::::::::: - SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY EVENTS •• :::::::::::::::::::::::

• Unless there is a last minute change, the Survival Research Laboratories show
IS on for April 8th in San Francisco. This tree performance of machine art starts

at 12:30 pm in the parking lot on Third Street tietween Howard and Mission. We
are expecting several new mechanical monsters, including a pneumatic cannon
controlled remotely by an operator weanng a special set of goggles. SRL shows
are noisy, violent, and often nsky. It you're upset by the smell of ttood, dont
come. "

:::::::::::::::::::::: •• CACOPHONY COMMENTS •• ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Ren & Stimpy fans... new epsodes will hit the tube this summer. (For the

uninitiated, Ren & Stimpy is a rabd cartoon show, kind of like Rocky and
Bullwinkle on acid.) Bootleg t-shirts are already on the street. •• It's a free

marketplace... Do you have your Senal Killer Trading Cards? There are now at

least five different versions. (Collect 'em all!) Try Deviant or Best Comics in

the city •• It you're interested in pop religious icons, call Bridge Buildinq Images,

(802) 864-5346, and ask tor a catatogue. They put out a fine senes of Saint

posters. You can get Harvey Milk, Stephen Biko, Dorthy Day and Mother Jones,

all weanng halos. Why wait tor canonization? •• Micky McGowan, the curator of

The Unknown museum, is currently tooking tor a home tor his collection of thrift-

shop /^mencana. Anyone interested may contact McGowan at 415-383-2726 ••

Do you krx)w ot any strange pherxxnena upcoming or ongomg? Do you have
odd requests or items of weird lore to share? Let us know

SUBSCRIBE
You can expenence a year of unusual activities wnth a subscnption to Rough
Draft. Each monthly issue comes in a unique image envelope stuffed with

strange things. Send $10 (check or money order) to:

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

;y 1992 Rough Draft. Dr. Edwina Pythagoras & Genevieve J. Petrone. Editors.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

DESERT SITEWORKS: Double Hot Springs-2nd Meeting.

When: Thursday, May 7th, 7:30 PM.

Where: The Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St. near Larkin.

The project is shaping up nicely, yet much remains to be done. If you attended the

first (cacophonous) meeting, please come again! Anyone else interested in art and

collaborative theater in the desert should join us at the second meeting, or at least

call. We need a sculptor who can work in wood and people to saounge props and

Americana

Info: Imago Photon 415/488-9864

or Sebastian Melmoth 415/566-3301

ZONE TRIP - UFO'S ARE REAL!

When: May9th, 10th & 11th

Where: Los Angeles

The LA Cacophony Society will once again invade the 'West Coast UFO Expo'.

Last it year was a galaxy of fun, walking through aisles of booths selling jewelry

made by alien beings, UFO books, photographs, videos and other items. There will

be lectures and information about abductions, sightings, crop circles, government

coverups and a vast UFO tunnel system inside the Earth. Not to be outdone, a

Cacophony of aliens will infiltrate the aowd, making strange comments, displaying

inhuman gestures, speaking in tongues and handing out an amazing dxument which

will announce the actual arrival of a UFO on Sunday at 9:13 PM! Be there or be left

behind!

We'll carpool to LA, leaving Friday night or Saturday morning and connect with

LA Cacophony. Share transportation and lodging costs, apx. $40 to $60. Return

on Monday. Bring your space costume for the landing party to be held on the beach

Sunday night.

Call 415/665-0351 to RSVP.

'^>

The Cacophony

^Society is a randomly

gathered network

of free

spirits

united

in the

pursuit of

experiences

beyond the pale of

mainstream society.

We are poetic

terrorists,

pathological

clowns, gnostic

waitresses,

spontaneousely

combusting file

clerks and

urban

saboteurs

.v<^

.^' ^>

of the

mundane.

You may already

be a member!

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
When: Thursday, May 14th, 7:30 PM.

Where: The Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St., near Larkin.

Bring your photos and stories of past events and any kieas you may have for

wayward activities and merry pranks.

ENTOMOLOGICAL ORGY
When: Sunday, May 17th, 12 Noon.

Where: The Insect Department at the San Francisco Zoo.

Everyone has a bug in the back corners of their mind. Let's celebrate our internal

insects by becoming them for an afternoon. Yes, dress as your favorite six-legged

creature or create a new species. We'll swarm to the insect Zoo for their annual

'What's Bugging You Day". The optional consummation of this event will be a

sampling of gourmet recipes provkJed by the zoo including: Mealworm cookies.

Flying Frittatas and "Meet the Beetles" sausage. Those bugs which an aversion to

cannibalism may want to protest.

Cost: $6 Adult admission at the gate, $1 Insect Zoo admission.

Your Hosts: Monroe Pastermack & Steve Mobia

Info: 415/587-2628

SIXTIES VIDEO MARATHON
When: Saturday, May 23rd, 8:00 PM

A groovy happening of movies and TV episodes from the 60's! Participants are

encouraged to dress in 60's mode and to bring food and/or liquid libations. No

smoking, please!

More info and/or RSVP: Annie 415/621-1010 or Ronn 415/362-5997

TEA PARTY EPIC

When: Sunday, May 10th, 3:00 PM,

Where: Mad fjladga's Russian Tea Room, 579 Hayes St.,

between Laguna and Octavia Sts.

This tea parly will be heW at a brand new Tea Room of oki. Mad Magda's, who has

graciously arranged our exclusive use of their garden for our fete and a special

group rate of ten dollars per person (tea leaf readings are an extra charge), as

well as allowing us to bring in our own shen^ and champagne. Included in this

extravaganza will be a special guest appearance by Chelsea, the Wonder Dog.

Since we have limited space for only twenty people and have been given a special

rate, we are requesting an advance, non-refundable payment. Dress: Formal,

garden wear from any period (or at least something creative). Bring: Sherry or

champagne to share, if you wish. Send a check made out to "Cash", for $10 and

signed on the front and back. Mail to "This Time For Sure", 83 Downey St., San

Francisco, CA 94117

Informatbn: Call Miss Nancy at 415/681-3189.

Note: This tea party culminates months of planning in honor of Nancy, but you

don't have to know her to attend.

KITCHEN KAFFEE KLATSCH
When: Saturday, May 30th, 10:30 AM
Where: 501 Andover St., at Tomkins.

Career maintenance is demanding, so pop some Vitamin V, some of that Mother's

Little Helper and harken back to the days of late American housewives. Yes, those

days when the kids are back in school, the husband is at the office and every

modern convenience is at the fingertips to make cooking and cleaning a breeze. The

days of sitting in your neighbor's kitchen, clad in curiers and housecoats, drinking

cup after cup of coffee. Discover the power of female bonding. Exchange

Campbell Soup casserole surprise recipes. Munch coffee cake. Smoke incessantly

and complain about your mother in law. All men attending will be banished to

garage and yard duty.

Bring: Coffee cake, libations and vintage clothing.

Your Host: Petula Rae

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otherwise noted.



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: PAST EVENTS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Several hundred foolish people participated in the SAINT STUPID'S DAY
PARADE through the financial district. Highlights included: The Leap Of Faith

(Will the Earth siill be there after you jump in the air with your eyes closed?), The

Sock Exchange (Trading smelly options.) and The Miracle 01 The fvloney Machine

(Pray for that access code!).

The BILL BURROUGHS' WILD WEST SHOOTING GALLERY was a parly amid a

bizarre bazaar of art, sound and imagery. Did you sample some of that special

punch?

Sandwiched between a group of volley-ball playing Asians and a family reunion,

THE ALICE IN WONDERLAND PICNIC brought together a large group of

wonderfully dressed characters together in the parl<, including women in hoop-

skirts, men in top hats, a few playing cards, a Humpty Dumpty and a white rabbit.

There was an abundance of wine, champagne and food. Later, an Easter egg hunt

deep in the woods produced a variety of elaborately dyed and painted specimens,

some traditional, some Ukrainian, and some mysterious black eggs which contained

beautifully dark and magical fortunes.

STALKER - a very serious game of Capture The Dummy was played out in the

darkness.

Notes From The Underground: On April 8th, after rattling office windows for

many blocks, the SRL machine art performance ended in smoke and flame when the

show was extinguished by the fire department. The parking lot is still marked

with impact craters, burnt asphalt and stains from several gallons of oil and blood.

•• After midnight on April 18th, the smell of ozone hung in the air at The Immortal

Piano Factory in Oakland. A big party there was enlivened by a giant Tesia Coil

emitting 25 foot sparks in every direction. The police arrived later after

receiving reports of loud music. •• The fun continued Easter Sunday night when we
found a live band playing on the 'Ship Of Fools", a pirate barge anchored in the

Bay near Tire Beach. Stay tuned.

:::::::::::::::: SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY EVENTS :::::::::::::::::::

In spite of the earthquake. The Great Kinetic Cross-Country Sculpture Race will

be held in Areata, CA on Memorial Day weekend. Dozens of human-powered,

cartoonish machines will compete in this 3-day, 38-mile race over city streets,

country roads, sand dunes, mud quagmires and deep water. Vehicles in the past

have included a great while shark, an espresso machine, a dinosaur, a tricycle, and a

3,600-pound entry pedaled by a top-hatted crew of 14. If you're interested in

making the trip, contact Bill Binzen @ 415/488-9864.

JUNE EVENTS PLANNING GUIDE
Darkest Night: June 30th. Full Moon: June 14th. Deadline for June events is

Friday, May 15th. If you have mailed in an event writeup and have not received an

acknowledgement from us by the current deadline, call 415/665-0351.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: FUTURE EVENTS ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

On Sunday, June 14th, THE BURNING MAN PARTY will launch this year's epic

with an illuminated spectacle of fire and water, featuring burning dancers, neon

artworks, music by Clubfoot, and many other surprises. The event will be held at

the Lake Merced Boathouse starting at 7:30 PM. Admission is $10. •• LOST
THEATERS OF SAN FRANCISCO will continue with it's urban archeological

research and field explorations. •• There is the possibility of a JULY 4th ART
CAR PARADE if it can be organized by that time. If you have an art car, call

Cacophony. •• KILL YOUR TV is looking for a suitable location to perform the

execution. •• BUMPER STICKER PRANKS is seeking ideas for weird slogans like

"My child is an idiot at Smith Elementary." •• Do you have that perfect symbol of

social compliance ready for THE MYSTERIOUS TOASTER MANIFESTATION? -

You can expect even more events from the poets, pranksters, adventurers,

dadaists and costumers of Cacophony,

For events in Southern California, contact the Los Angeles Cacophony Society at

213/937-2759. For events in Seattle, the Seattle Cacophony Society is now
organizing it's own brand of local chaos.

Who

is

this

DOG
anyway?

:::::::::::::::::::::: CACOPHONY COMMENTS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Congratulations and thanks to Dwayne Newtron and all the Cacophonists who

worked on the Fantasia Protest. This long-running prank, first announced in

Rough Draft #55, was finally unveiled by the Wall Street Journal on April 1st.

Would you believe a Paramount Pictures presentation at your local hardware

store? In an attempt to dredge up a new marketing angle, this movie studio has

introduced the "Simulated Rock Speaker". Each rock, with built-in 8" speaker,

handcrafted from natural minerals and cementious materials...". Only $99.96 eac

at your local Home Club/Base hardware store. •• Do you know of any strange

phenomena upcoming or ongoing? Do you have odd requests or items of weird lor|

to share? Let us know.

Book Review: The Literary Cacophonist recommends "Geek Love", by Katherine

Dunn. According the the description on the back of the book, it 'is the story of a

carnival family, the Binewskis, who save their traveling 'Carnival Fabulon' from

bankruptcy by giving birth to fabulous freaks-the children born to Lil Binewski

after sfie ingests drugs, insecticides, arsenic, radioisotopes, anything to make her

babies more 'special'. (Book suggested by Sandra, of the Seattle Cacophony

Society.)

I

Cacophony Classified: Roommate Wanted •

per month. 415/863-7440.

Floating home in China Basin,

Lost & Found: A round, silver sen/ing tray with a half inch base and the initials

'JBW', was lost at "The Alice In Wonderland Tea Parly". Give Peter a call at

415/731-9207.

Subscribe: You can experience a year of unusual activities with a subscription to

Rough Draft. Each monthly issue comes in a unique image envelope stuffed with

strange things.

- $10 for 1 year,

- $18 for 2 years.

ROUGH DRAFT

P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

© 1992 Rough Draft, Dr. Edwina Pythagoras & Genevieve J. Petrone, Editors.

POSSUM

Plunge animal into very hot but not boiling water 2 minutes.

Pull out or scrape off hair without damaging skin. Slit belly

from throat to hind legs. Remove entrails, feet, eyes, and brains.

Do not remove head or tail. Wash thoroughly. If possible, freeze

for 3 or 4 days. When ready to cook, wipe with a cold, damp
cloth. Sprinkle with salt and pepper. Put in roasting pan. Add I

cup water and juice of 1 lemon. Bake in hot oven (400° F.) 1

5

minutes, turning once. Cover. Reduce heat and bake in moderate

oven (350° F.) 1 '4 to iVz hours.

Our favorite recipe from page 393 of the 1951 American Family Cook Book.

I
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The Cacophony

Society is a

randomly gathered

network of free

spirits united in the

pursuit of

experiences beyond

the pale of

mainstream society.

We are those

eccentric

individuals who

refuse to live dull

and ordinary lives.

We are the

renegade creators

of experience-

based reality. We
are the conscious

objectors of the

manipulated

masses.

You may already be

one of us!

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

"F" FIESTA

When: Friday, June 5th, 5:55 Pl\^.

Where: 297 Richland Ave., south side of Bernal Heights near Holly Park.

"F" is for fun! freaks, floozies, flibbertygibbets & fools. Fetch
your friends and follow to the "F"-Fiesta for flamboyant frocks, frantic

feasting, fancy footwork and other frollicking festivities. Frisking and
finger printing at the front foyer. Furnish "F"-fashion, "F"-food (i.e..

Frosted Flakes, Fiddle Faddle, frogs' fegs, fermented fluids) and "F"'-

fun (i.e., frisbees, fiddles, funky music). Brought to you by the letter "F".

For further facts/fiction, phone Fat Furball Folks at 415/824-8525

PASTE PARTY
When: Saturday, June 13th., 2-6 PIVI.

Where: 633 Haight St.

Bring your paste, parts and prose to create flyers, tracks and
one-shots that will amuse and baffle the pasteless. Some of these will be
pieces of other forms of dissemination that are participating in a fanzine

media show. Others will not even relate to pieces on the same page. The
finished parts will be pasted on standing walls, handed to innocent

bystanders or delivered by the unsuspecting post office. Get lots more
info from Niki of Armpit 415/558-8184 or Ashton of Bad Newz,
415/626-4216. Free, but excessive photocopying may cost.

FIRE AND WATER
When: Sunday, June 14th, 7:30 PM to Midnight.

Where: Lake f^erced Boathouse, San Francisco.

We'll launch this year's BurningMan epic with an illuminated

spectacle on the waters of Lake IVIerced. Look for a Neon lit shoreline, an
8-foot tall effigy, dancers clothed in living flame, torch singer Connie
Champagne, music by the Bing Nathan Combo and the Clubfoot Salon
Orchestra. Free dessert, no host bar. Proceeds will go towards the

Burningfi^an construction fund.

Admission: $10

Info: 415/681-3189

eURMI»i;MAAI
THE CACOPHONY MEETING

When: Thursday, June 18th, 7:30 Pf^.

Where: The Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St., near Larkin.

Jump in the Cacophony think tank and come up with some new
event ideas or just swim around, looking at the photos of past pranks I
floating on the pool table.

HAVE BAHERIES, WILL BOOGIE: THE URBAN BALLROOM
When: Friday, June 19th. 7:30 PM.

Where: Huntington Park across from Grace Cathedral, corner of

California and Taylor Sts.

It's nightclub night on Nob Hill, so join us for an evening of

dancing and cosilaizing to the hottest tunes from the 1300's on up. All

group dances will be taught (and called); individual dance instruction is

available to those who want it. Bring: Water, I.D., dancing shoes. Hints:

The Facilities are primitive, so do your business at home.
Your Host: Yahoon Doorstop, 415/346-3357
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A DAY WITH DAEDALUS
When: Sunday, June 28 , 9:30 AM.

Where: 626 33rd Ave. (between Anza & Balboa).

Once again we'll drive to the top of Mt. Tarn to break the laws of

gravity while we practice climbing and rappelling techniques. The climbs

range in difficulty from beginner to ...? There will be a knowledgeable

•'structor to show you the ropes. The atmosphere will be non-pressured

d participation will be facilitated with fun, comfort and safety as the

main focuses. Space limited to eight people. Please call to RSVP. Bring:

1 ) A car if you have one, your feet if you don't. 2) Comfortable clothing

allowing free movement. 3) Sunscreen and hat. 4) A container of water

for thirst (no water nearby and we'll be there all day). 5) Snugly fitting

sneakers or hiking boots. 6) Food to keep you going through the day.

7) A day pack to carry everything in, to keep your hands free.

Your Hosts: Harry Haller and Tess Hokari.

Call 415/751-7502 to RSVP.

JULY EVENTS PLANNING GUIDE
Full f^oon: July 15th. Darkest night: July 29th. Deadline for July events is

Friday, June 19th. If you have mailed in an event writeup and have not

received an acknowledgement from us by the current deadline, call

415/665-0351.

All events are in San Francisco & free unless otherwise noted.

THE WIDE RANGE OF CACOPHONY EVENTS

( E ZONE OF 1,000 LAKES
vvnen: f^onday, June 1st, 7:30 Pl^.

Where: li^inneapolis, f^innesota.

Join a post-modern archaeological expedition as we search for the WPA
ruins along the banks of the Mississippi River.

Meet at 54th Street and River Road.

Your Host: Svensk Runestone.

1920'S SPEAKEASY
When: Saturday,June 6th, 9:00 PM.

Where: Seattle, Washington

Flappers, gangsters and bathtub gin. Tell'em Sam sent you.

Info: 209/781-8447

BELOW THE CITY OF ANGELS
When: Sometime this month.

Where: Los Angeles, California.

You've heard rumors about the existence of "The Tunnels". Now we're

going down there. Watch out for the alligators!

Info: 213/937-2759

(

:::::::::::::::: SOUNDS UKECACOPHONY :::::::::::::::::::

FARE TALE MASQUERADE BALL- On the night of June 13th, the

beautiful, historic Clocktower in Benicia becomes an enchanted castle

filled with exquisitly-adorned creatures. This unforgettable evening of

dancing, dining and entertainment is sponsored by the Greater Bay Area

Costumers' Guild. $60 advance tickets required. Info 415-864-5511.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::> FIJTURE EVENTS ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

•• Bring your pots, pans and other noise makers to the TINKERBANG for

some syncopated noisemaking. •• URBAN CAMPING has found some

unusual sites within the city. •• THRIFT STORE SHOPPING SPREE may

be the opportunity for you to expand your costume wardrobe. •• The

CYBERSTILLS photo shoot will take place in the Black Rock Desert of

Nevada over the weekend of July 1 1 th. •• Do you own a coffin? WAKE
THE DEAD would like to borrow it for one day. •• If you can brave the

mosquitos and leeches, RETURN OF THE AFRICAN QUEEN is an

extended event, featuring fishing, swimming, and a barbecue on the deck

of a wooden derelict mired in the Delta mud. (Scheduled for July 18th.) ••

You can expect even more events from the poets, pranksters,

adventurers, dadaists and costumers of Cacophony.

:::::::::::::::::::::: CACOPHONY COMMENTS :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

GLOW STICKS! Those wondrous technological innovations used on many

Cacophony events are available in 1" to 15" sizes. Call 1-800-451-8900

The 6" sticks are only $1 each. •• Find out about PIRATE RADIO at the

Armpit Gallery, 633 Haight St, on June 1 1th at 2 PM. You may be able to

experience a live broadcast if you get there before the FCC does. •• Send

a letter via UFO, ELVIS, FRED AND BARNEY... People in the U.S. are

buying postcards and stamps to help the Post Office select an Elvis

stamp. The country of Grenada is honoring alien invaders with a set of

UFO stamps and the Mongolian Post Office has just issued a set of

stamps which depict the Flintstones visiting the Gobi Desert. •• This

question posed by Ian Shoales at a recent performance - 'Do Indians let

the air out of their Reboks before they enter a wigwam?" •• Do you know

of any strange phenomena upcoming or ongoing? Do you have odd

requests or items of weird lore to share? Let us know.

Subscribe: You can experience a year of unusual

activities with a subscription to Rough Draft. Each

monthly issue comes in a unique image envelope stuffed

with strange things.

-$10for 1 year.

-$18 for 2 years.

SAN FRANCISCO CACOPHONY SOCIETY

P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392
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L.A. CACOPHONY SOCIETY
6085 VENICE BLVD. #82

LOS ANGELES, CA 90034

For events in Seattle, Washington, contact:

SEATTLE CACOPHONY SOCIETY
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Our favorite recipe from Larousse Gastrononomique, English Edition 1961

FRIED BEAVER

Cut into about inch-square chunks so the

meat can be easily stirred in the spider. (A

spider is a black cast iron frying pan. Techni-

cally, only the ones with 5 legs were known
as spiders.) Fry in butter, adding a medium-

sized onion to a spiderful. Frying too long

toughens the meat.
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The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits united in the pursuit of experiences

beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are the aggressive mutants of an evolving species engaged in a

struggle with the mindless beast of hormone-induced behavior. We are the Yin-Yang Zen Cat-Masters

planning a cunning escape from the cage of a commercially-produced existence. We are a society of playful

friends choosing to dance the walk of life. You may already be a member!

• • • •••••••
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LET THEM EAT CAKE
When: Bastille Day, Tuesday, July 14th, 12 Noon.

Where: On the front steps of City Hall at Polk St.

A riot of satire which is sure to provoke a revolution or at least

question the status quo. We'll supplement the city's social services

program by dressing as 18th century aristocrats and then parading

through the streets handing out pieces of wholesome carrot cake to the

homeless. Call Pierre at 415-731-9207 if you can contribute a cake or if

you need help with costuming.

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
When: Thursday, July 16, 7:30 Pl^.

Where: The Edinburgh Castle, 950 Geary St.

It's time for another poolhall spectacle as we spill the beans on

Cacophony past, present and future. Come and be part of the plan...



RETURN OF THE AFRICAN QUEEN
When: Saturday, July 181h, 6:30 PM.

Where: Somewhere in the Delta.

Meet: Berkeley BART station, parking space #351 , Ashby & M.L.K. Way.

Join us for an evening Bart)ecue Party on the deck of an old

wooden ship that once plyed the inland waterways. Leaving Berkeley at

7:00 Pf^^, we will journey 40 minutes to an undisclosed location. After cars

are safely parked, a van will take you to the water's edge where a small

dingy awaits to carry you into a quiet backwater slough where the Queen

/ -^sting solidly on the mud bottom. A ladder over the starboard side

provide access to the main deck and upper structure where the party

will be held. This evening's entertainment will include shipboard music and

dance. To practice your pirate boarding skills, a 30-foot rope hanging

from the yard-ami v\nll allow anyone so inclined to swing over the side and

risk dropping into leech-infested waters. The more adventurous

members of our crew can take advantage of the low tide to disembark and

search for booty hidden in an abandoned fishing village where rats play in

rotting shacks and rusting vehicles. You are encouraged to dress as

characters from "The African Queen" or other nautical themes: military

uniforms, sailor caps, pirate outfits, lace and petticoats etc. This event

will end at midnight. Bring your favorite drink, some mosquito repellent, a

light jacket and perhaps a towel if you intend to get wet. Bring flashlight

and I.D. If you're going leave the ship's security to pillage the village.

Space is limited to 45 individuals. Reservations are required !

Call 415-665-0351 and leave your name, phone number and life jacket

size. Cost is $1 2 to cover materials, supplies, gourmet food, equipment

rentals and one round of grog. Your host: Captain Zymbot.

THE TOURISTS FROM HELL
When: Saturday, July 25th, 12:00 Noon.

Where: Meet at Lefty O'Doul's, 333 Geary St., off Powell.

We'll be giving a busload of tourists an experience of San

( icisco the/ll long remember, as we join them for a cacophonous tour of

everybody's favorite city. Come dressed as an exaggerated example of a

tourist (i.e., Texans might wear ten gallon hats and cowboy shirts; New
Yorkers should be loud, brash and arrogant; of course, leisure suits are

always appropriate) and armed with dumb tourist questions (Do cars

wear out their brakes a lot on these hills? Where can we get Rice-a-Roni?

etc.). For added confusion, one member of our group will pretend to be a

local, giving his out-of-tovm parents a tour of the city, and telling them

outrageous lies about landmarks and history, which the rest of us will

enthusiastically embrace. We'll meet beforehand to work out other

strange scenarios. The one-hour tour costs $12.

Jeffrey Spaulding, 415/564-5047.

SON OF MASSAGE EVENING (A free, quiet massage party)

When: Saturday, July 25th, 8:30 PM
Where: 1409 Shrader St. #2 (near Rivoli)

Why: To celebrate Avatar's failure to become a paid massager.

Bring: Yourself, best etiquette and whatever else.

RETURN OF THE MUD PEOPLE
"'hen: Friday, July 31st

'
ire: The Financial District near the Transamerica Building.

Discover the wild one inside who dances on pavement. Make
grunting noises. Dress neolithic or urban-barbaric. You bring sticks and

bones and things to bang on. We'll bring mud to slather over your semi-

nude body. Don't worry, we've done this before.

For meeting time and place, call Grechen at 415-255-6058

or Keith at 885-2003.

LOST BOYS AND GIRLS GO CAMPING
When: Saturday, August 1st

The raging flamts of duraflame logs call invitingly for you to

scream, run wild like a maniac or to sit quietly and enjoy the beauty of the

Marin Headlands. We will be camping in a secluded tree-lined glade at the

edge of reality. Games of tag, hide n' seek and capture the flag will be

organized for those who want to get grubby, and shade will be available

for those who wish to relax away from the grown-up world. A guided tour

of the bunkers and other surprises are in the works. There is no site fee,

but you will need to provide your own food, beverages and camping gear

for the day/night. Transportation, bathroom facilities and limited tent

space are available for those in need.

For more info and to RSVP (Limited attendance) call Monkey Master,

415/333-4649 or Yahoon Doorstop, 415/346-3357.

FUTURE EVENTS
" BLACK ROCK FASHION SHOW - Join the celebrants of BURNING
MAN for the 1st annual Black Rock Fashion Show. Choose the draping you

prefer from desert cultures of any era, devise modern wear specifically

adapted to desert conditions, or invent a costume which interprets the

force of sun, wind and fire. Be prepared on September 6th to strut your

stuff on the largest flat expanse of earth in North America. To

participate, call Annie 415/621-1010 or Tracy 415/241-0664 ••

BURNING MAN would like to thank all those who have already registered

for the Labor Day weekend event. Your Map, Campsite Survival Guide and

Gate Pass will be mailed in August. ••

SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY
"Interested in a real freak show? See human pincushions, see fire eaters,

see various body orifices stuffed with nails, razor blades, tubes and other

foreign objects. See genital mutilation. Drink regurgitated beer. Step

right-up and experience some real side-show entertainment at the JIM

ROSE CIRCUS. July 15th & 16th, 8PM at the Club DV8. Tickets at

Bass. ••

CACOPHONY COMMENTS
"Frank n' Ed, having lost their job selling Bartles & James Wine Coolers,

are now posing in new threads for Golf Illustrated magazine. " Smells like

Cacophony: John Stapp of Travis County, Texas may be the only sewage

diver in the country. He makes his living wearing a diving suit and making

repairs while submerged inside treatment-plant containment vessels. "

The Berkeley Guerilla Plop Art Show located in the fenced vacant lot at

Telegraph and Haste has returned. Each night a new brightly-painted

object item seems to materialize. " Also seen in Berkeley, a McDonalds

billboard with the the spray-painted inscription "McFood Not

Bombs!"??? You figure it out. " In case you haven't heard, Macy's is now

selling Star Trek uniforms, T-shirts, jewelry and mugs. On Wednesday,

June 17th, George Takei who plays Sulu, made a special appearance to

push the memorabilia at the San Francisco store. Word of the event was

quickly spread on the Cacophony phone hotline. At noon the commercial

emporium was invaded by an obnoxious band of Klingons (wearing

authentic make-up and uniforms) who succeeded in disrupting the staid

decor, knocking over displays and being escorted out the door by store

security.

"

Subscribe: You can experience many unusual activities with a

subscription to Rough Draft.

-$10 fori year.

- $18 for 2 years.

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392
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This issue is dedicated to Kozmic Ladye, one of SF's eccentric crackpots.

We'll miss her colorful end-o-the-world tracts and her verbal rants at public

meetings.
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The
Cacophony
Society is a
randomly
gathered
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free spirits

united in the

pursuit of

experiences
beyond the

pale of

mainstream
society. We
are an
association of

quick-change
makeup
artists, false-

bearded
pranksters,

computer-
generated
quacks, two-
headed snake
oil producers
and post-

modern witch-

doctors, all

heaven-bound
for fun. You
may already
be a member!
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LOST BOYS AND GIRLS GO CAMPING
When: Saturday, August 1st

Where: Marin

The raging flames of duraflame logs call invitingly for you to

scream, run wild like a maniac or to sit quietly and enjoy the beauty of the

Marin Headlands. We will be camping in a secluded tree-lined glade at the

edge of reality. Games of tag, hide n' seek and capture the flag will be

organized for those who want to get grubby, and shade will be available

for those who wish to relax away from the grown-up world. A guided tour

of the bunkers and other surprises are in the works. There is no site fee,

but you will need to provide your own food, beverages and camping gear

for the day/night. Transportation, bathroom facilities and limited tent

space are available for those in need.

Call Monkey Master, 415/333-4649 or Yahoon Doorstop, 415/346-3357

for more info and to RSVP (Limited attendance)

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
When: Thursday, August 20th, 7:30 PM.

Where: The Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary SL.

You can join in the plot to overthrow existing reality and replace

It, at least temporarily, with one of your own making. Bring photos from

past events, ideas for new events and some money for beer, fish & chips.

We'll be upstairs sitting around the pool table.

ARTS MARATHON
When: Saturday, August 22nd, Noon to Midnight

Where: For info and RSVP, call Bonn at 415/362-5997

A 12 hour Art Salon Party, welcoming musicians, writers and

creative people to present their works. Featured in the evening segment

will be the comic-absurdist science fiction play called: The Compleat Lost

In Space Book by Greg Autry Wallace. Participants and/or audience are

encouraged to bring food or drink. RSVP is encouraged since space is

limited. This is a non-smoking event.

AN EVENING OF SARTORIAL SPLENDOR
V\/hen: Saturday, August 29th, 9 PM*

Where: 1800 Sq. Feet, 917 Clement?' St.

Theater admission: $1 *
Imagine yourself promenading down a runway, swathed in a

garment either dramatic, bizarre or having a long and interesting history,

perhaps even something quite humble and mundane. As you make your way

downstage, the velvet voice of our elegant MC can be heard describing you

and your raiment in your own words, as music (that you have selected from

from our large collection) plays behind you, complimenting and commenting

on the entire tableaux. This event promises moments of stylistic madness.

Dig into your closets and into your minds.

Bring: 1) Your special outfit, 2) A personal commentary, to be read

aloud by our MC (typed or written legibly in the 3rd person, not to exceed

250 words-this commentary can merely describe your threads, or it can

describe how you acquired it and its history, or can be a tale, totally

unrelated to your clothes, but accenting your garment and walk in some

way.

Call 415/665-0351 if you are intending to model or have questions.

* All models should show up before 8 PM.

Your Hostess: Elma Schiaparelli.

BURNING MAN
When: September 4th - 7th

Where: Nevada

Cost: $25

Info: 415/381-3189

The annual festival where go to the desert and burn a giant

wooden man. This year the center of camp will feature a large wood and

cloth structure to serve as a shaded oasis, complete with a cistern, where,

with the help of a large an'ay of solar panels, 300 gallons of water will

flow through a series of gentle waterfalls. Many new activities are

planned including a fashion show and our first wedding.



THE WALKING ART GALLERY
When: Friday, September 1 1th, 6«0 PM
Where: The Opera House, Grove & Van Ness

Against the gala formality of the opening night of the opera,

well parade outside as a walking art gallery, carrying paintings by local

artists. This will give new and generally unknown artists a chance to

exhibit their work to a cultured and wealthy audience, and the rest of us

an opportunity to put on our formal clothes and help our friends. We will

provide a van to transport paintings to Grove and Van Ness. Each artist

might also want to carry a blown up statement about themselves and their

art to carry alongside the painting. Artists wishing to exhibit must make

prior arrangements to have their paintings picked up. Everyone else

should meet at Grove and Van Ness wearing formal clothes or all black.

Call 415/564-5047 for more information.

PAST EVENTS

LET IHEM EAT CAKE - On Bastille Day, several elegantly dressed 18th

century aristocrats gathered near City Hall to hand out cake to the

homeless. After discharging their civic duty and delivering the last crumb

to the Mayor's office, the group retired to the Saint Francis Hotel for

several glasses of champagne. Later, a couple of dandies staged a

sword-fight on Powell Street followed by a group promenade around

Union Square. Watch for some new costumes to show up at the annual

Bridge Dinner next year.

RETURN OF THE AFRICAN QUEEN - Many Cacophony events are

designed to push the boundaries of experience. This was one of those.

The Captain vrould like to thank all who helped pull this one off and

especially Jeffery S. and Sebastion M. who did a wonderful imitation of

Bogart vitien they waded through waist-deep mire to haul the loaded

dingy into deeper water. Despite the difficulties of a low tide, a strong

wind and a temperamental engine, the entire group managed to board the

old wooden ship with varying degrees of mud on their shoes. It turned out

to be a lively party with music and dance on the main deck. This was the

first time that this location has been used for an event and with some

improvements such as additional shipboard lighting, better food service

and some added activities, we'll do it again!

THE TOURISTS FROM HELL were worse than you can imagine. Loud,

obnoxious and extreme in both manner and dress, it was an experience that

many other tourists and a few locals will not forget. Right after we

boarded the tour bus in downtown San Francisco, the driver was heard to

exclaim "This is going to be one of those days." We were just getting

warmed up when we all piled out at Pier 39 to spend an hour harassing the

shopkeepers and outdoing our peers. Howie was constantly boasting that

everything was better in New York. Tex was asked to leave The Indian

Shop after he climbed on the back of the stuffed buffalo. When we

visited the sea lions, our know-it-all tour-guide amazed the crowd with a

story about how the vicious animals once dragged a young boy from the

edge of the pier. Later we reboarded the bus and managed to

commandeer the PA system for about 15 minutes as we sung the Rice-A-

Roni song and told ridiculous lies about local landmarks. Did you know that

that the Transamerica Building is used as a mooring post for blimps?

Several Japanese tourists will now swear that ifs tnje.

. SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY
The 3rd annual EL PORTAL DOG DAYS is a laid-back music and fun

festival held on Saturday, August 14th. El Portal is an old mining town

located in a box canyon, just 1 5 miles West of Yosemite. For $6, you can

visit the small railroad museum, swim in the river and hear music ranging

from Country & Western to Reggae. For more info call Dave at 510/430-

9884. " CLASSIFIED, a satirical look at the job hunt, will be

performed by Fred Adier at the Victoria Theater, 296M6th St, (near

Mission BART) August 20 -29, 8 PM, Thursday thru Saturday. The show

includes masks, magic, pyrotechnics, video and slide projections. With an

emphasis on audience interaction, the interior of the theater will be

transformed into a "locale of occun-ence" where bad attitude encounters

a corporate, media-processed world. The $1 2 tickets are available at

BASS. On Friday, August 28th, any Cacophony Society member with a

special ROUGH DRAFT RESUME will be admitted for $5. You are

included in the show, so wear a tie, bring a briefcase or just chain a

typewriter to your ankle. •• MTVldeo? A repeat Cacophony

performance of that event held in the abandoned SOMA warehouse? An

LA film crew is shooting an industrial music video for a local band at that

location in September. Details in the next Rough Draft.

LOST & FOUND 415/665-0351- Many items disappear or turn up during

Cacophony events. Here's the cun-ent list. Found: a propane stove,

rhinestone bracelet, multi-purpose utility knife, a pair of prescription

sunglasses. Lost: makeup kit, death's head mask, 8' aluminum ladder.

.. NOTES FROM THE UNDERGROUND
The excavation for the new San Francisco library has uncovered the

original foundation of the old city hall which was destroyed in the quake of

1906. A maze of old brick foundations, walls and bulkworks between 8th

and 9th Streets. The area is surrounded with a seven foot chain-link

fence with no barbs on the top. With a strong interest in urban

archeology, we recently mounted a late-evening expedition. The excavation

has uncovered a brick-lined tunnel running diagonally across the site. The
tunnel is big enough for one person to walk through in a stooped position.

We climbed down through a opening where the heavy equipment had
broken through the arched brick ceiling. Armed with flashlights, v/e made
our way inside about two hundred feet until we reached a point under

Fulton Street where the tunnel was collapsed and further progress was
blocked by rubble. Another fifty feet and we would have been in the

basement of the Wells Fargo Bank. We managed to turn around and make
our back way out. The entire area is littered with shards of old glass and
pottery from which we selected a few choice momentos before leaving.

Stay Tuned.

. CACOPHONY COMMENTS
•• A local billboard reading "HELP KEEP SAN FRANCISCO ONE NEAT
CITY" was seen recently with the added text "KILL YOUR DOG" ••

Attention Twin Peaks fans: FIRE WALK WITH ME will be released to local

theaters on August 28th •• For more infomiation about MYSTERY
SCIENCE THEATER, you can write to: MST 3000, P.O. Box 5325,

Hopkins MN 55343 « Dawn of the Deadhead... the EMPORIUM is now
selling JERRY GARCIA ties. (Commentators Note: "That's the last

straw, I'm going out now to scrape the bumper sticker off my Volvo.') ••

OUR FAVORITE RECIPE:

Cookies, With Carboaate of Ammonia.—Carbonate of aminonia,

1 oz.; sugar, 1 pt , sweet milk, ^ pt. ; sweet cream, J^ pt.; flour, enough to

roll them out nicely. Bake iniick. They are better to let them stand 2 or 3

days. So says " Fannie C.,'' ot .Medina, Wis.

Cookies, With Ammonia.— Lard, lib. ; sugar, 5 cups; milk, 1 qt. ; car.

bonate of ammonia, 1^ ozs.; caraway seed, a little salt, and flour to make stiff

enough to roll. Directions— Dissolve the ammonia in the milk and add to

the lard and sugar, previously rubbed together. For small families, one-half

or one-fourth the amount may be used. Hope Humason, of Brookside, Conn.,

says: "It has been tried and approved."

Remarks.—It will be observed that where more than one recipe is given for

making any cake, or other article, they are always different; so that persons

who have not the articles called for in one may have those called for in another,

thus enabling everybody to be accommodated. And I may properly say here

that I give none which my own. judgment, from my long experience in study-

ing and testing practical recipes, does not at once consent to the appropriateness

of the ingredients to produce, if properly combined, the cake, or whatever

other article the recipe calls for.

Our favorite recipe (and our cover illustration) is from "DR. CHASE'S
THIRD, LAST AND COMPLETE RECEIPT BOOK AND HOUSEHOLD
PHYSICIAN, OR PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE FOR THE PEOPLE FROM
THE LIFE-LONG OBSERVATIONS OF THE AUTHOR, EMBRACING
THE CHOICEST. MOST VALUABLE AND ENTIRELY NEW RECEIPTS
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE, MECHANICS, AND
HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY; INCLUDING A TREATISE ON THE
DISEASES OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN." published in 1887. The

wealthy Dr. Chase, who once ran for mayor of Ann Artwr, Michigan, lost his

fortune during the market crash of 1890 and died of 'consumption' during

the vwnter of 1899. An ornate brick building, bearing his name, stood on

the comer of Main and Miller in downtown Ann Arbor until it was

demolished in 1956 to build a parking lot.
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THE WALKING ART GALLERY
When: Friday, Sept. 11th, 6:00 pm.
Where: The Opera House, Grove & Van Ness.

Against the gala formality of the opening night of the

opera, we'll parade outside as a walking art gallery,

carrying paintings by local artists. This will give new
and generally unknown artists a chance to exhibit

their work to a cultured and wealthy audience, and

the rest of us an opportunity to put on our formal

clothes and help our friends. We will provide a van

to transport paintings to Grove and Van Ness. Each

artist might also want to carry a blown up statement

about themselves and their art to carry alongside the

painting. Artists wishing to exhibit must make prior

arrangements to have their paintings picked up.

Everyone else should meet at Grove and Van Ness

wearing formal clothes or all black.

Call 415/564-5047 for more information.

MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS "MEETING"
When: Saturday, Sept. 19th, 10 pm.
Where: The gazebo at Sutro Heights Park

(Geary and 48th Ave - the hill above

the Cliff house.)

Midnight Marauders is the new, late-night adventure

and "midnight-mystery-and-mischief" group from the

same guy responsible for the Bacchanal Cabal and

their Midsummer Night's Forest Fantasias. Bring

flashlights, ID and ideas - and money for drinks.

Wear dark clothes as we play and explore the mys-

teries of ancient ruins. See you there.

THE 2nd ANNUAL AUTUMNAL EQUINOX
EXTRAVAGANZA
When: Sunday, Sept. 20th, 2:00 pm.
Where: Haight & Ashbury.

Dress: Monastery or Autumnal Extravagant

Once again, Peter Copperseed will lead the Penny
Parade down Haight street. We will scatter copious

copper coinage, bringing good luck to the denizens

of the Haight-Ashbury and thereby bringing good
karma to ourselves. Save enough pennies to ride the

carousel and to get a snack at the Copper Penny
afterwards. Anyone with lots-o-cents to donate to

this worthy cause, please call Peter at 415/731-9207.

HOBO HIJINKS

Return to the days when down-and-out free spirits

once cris-crossed the country on the largest trans-

portation system ever devised by civilization. We'll

learn some almost forgotten skills like: How to read
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The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits united in the pursuit of experiences

beyond the pale of mainstream society. We are the vintners of life's sweet wine, the architects of ethereal

castles, a band of roving hermits and the champions of carousal. You may already be a member!



the signs and markings along the hobo trail, prepar-

ing mulligan stew and avoiding yard bulls.

Planning Party : Sunday, Sept. 20th, 8:00

pm. Surrounded by the comforts of home, we'll

watch a video about the joys and hazards of train

hopping. There will also be photos of past hijinks

and an official route map to help plan our mini-

vacation. At the end of the party we'll sign up those

rugged adventurers who are really committed to

ride the rails. Lets talk shop and find out what
really happened to Casey Jones.

The Ride : Late Friday evening on October

9th, we'll meet and then travel to our secret camp-

site for a few hours rest. In the wee hours of

Saturday morning we'll climb aboard and wait for

the departure of our own daylight express. Once
we're in motion we'll relax, enjoy the comradery of

the hobo life and learn special skills like how to

urinate from a moving boxcar. The 3 to 5 hour

sojourn will take us through the scenic hinterland of

central California. After disembarking in a remote

town, we'll be transported back to the Bay Area by

private vehicle.

For The Ride, you must bring 1) sleeping

bag, 2) water and snacks for the day, 3) a small

bottle of Tokay or white port, this is a

MANDATORY requirement for this event, 4) knap-

sack or pack to carry it all.

Cost is $8 to cover expenses and transportation for

the return trip home.
Call The Schuster at 510/849-9852 and leave

your name and number in order to attend the plan-

ning party.

FUTURE EVENTS IN THE PLANNING
Baby Jesus Takes A Vacation

Wasteland Documentation Tour
The CarManic Convergence

Deadline for October events is Friday, September

25th.

•• SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY ••

If you're not in the Nevada desert with the Burning

Man this Labor Day weekend, you may want to

attend the 'Finding Your Way' festival of human
navigation being held at the San Francisco

Exploratium. A working automobile will be re-

created as a mobile sculpture by gluing various

objects on it. Bring some of your own junk to add

to the collective project. Call the science museum at

415-561-0360 for more info. • • At 10 am Sunday,

Sept. 13th, the San Francisco Opera will hold a cos-

tumed parade walk starting at the Bandshell in

Golden Gate Park. To avoid the $10 fee you can

probably slip in line once the parade starts. Wear
something interesting. • •

•• CACOPHONY COMMENTS ••

• • Viacom channel 40 in San Francisco is a new
science fiction channel which is currently showing

weird images and audio until they begin regular

programming. Make a tape of it for your next

party/therapy session/space trip. It's really out

there. • • More strange stuff in your ear: Joe Frank

is on KCSM radio 91.1 at 10 pm Sunday evenings. ••

THE CACOPHONY MEETING
When: Tuesday, Sept. 22nd, 7:30 pm.
Where: The Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St.

near Larkin.

After last month's meeting was relocated by

the filming of "I Married An Axe Murderer" we are

returning for revenge. Bring your ideas to sharpen

the cutting edge of cacophony events.

UNDERGROUND CULTURE MUSIC VIDEO
When: Saturday, Sept. 26th, 4 pm.

The first in a series of filming shoots for a

music video produced by a local band will take

place in the decaying urban environment that we
often play with. This video will attempt to portray

the imagery of an integrated European, American,

African and Asian culture which finds euphoric

expression in underground multi-media activities.

In short, this will be a reflection of that which
already exists.

Serious costume and makeup is encouraged
for maximum effect on Super 8, black & white film.

You are invited to participate in this event with

minimal stage direction. Dress warmly, this first

shoot will take place on and near the waters edge
below a concrete structure. (Future filming events

will be held in an abandoned warehouse, a sewer
complex and a graveyard.)

Meet: In the parking lot of The Ramp restaurant,

855 China Basin at Mariposa, near 3rd Street (or join

us for a beer on the patio at 3 pm.)

Call 510-283-4943 for more info.

SUBSCRIBE: Turn your mailbox into an art

gallery with a subscription to Rough Draft.

Starting in October, subscribers will receive a

special expanded edition of the newsletter which
includes photos and stories about past events.

- $10 for 1 year.

-$18 for 2 years.

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

A note from Geneieve J. Petrone & Dr. Edwina Pythagoras:

"We are moving on to do some other Cacophony activities

(including some special events). We w^ould like to take this .-^

time to introduce your new editor. This issue of Rough Drafts-

is a product his efforts. Welcome... Jean Francois Alden." .-
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The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network of free spirits

united in the pursuit of experiences beyound the pale of mainstream
society. We are the prize players in a surreal game of tag, the secret

agents of mirth and play; the keepers of fairytale daydreams.
You may already be a member!

Crowning Achievement
When: Friday, Oct. 9th, 9 pm.

Let's get together to see a wonderful collection of

hats and head coverings from 1592 to 1992 which
is now on display at the San Francisco Airport.

The exhibit includes several hundred hats from a

simple Greek fisherman cap, a wrestler's mask,
Indian headdresses, turbans, war helmets,

wedding bonnets, and art & fantasy hats from
around the world made of leather, fur and feath-

ers. You must wear a hat to this event!

Where: San Francisco Airport.

Meet: 8:15 pm at 7th Ave. & Lincoln in the city

for car-pooling -or- 9:10 pm at the airport on the

moving walk-way next to the exhibit at concourse

B on the way to United Airlines.

Full Moon Loonfest and Artsy Wasteland
Expedition
When: Saturday, Oct. 10th.

5:00 pm (promptly) until ?

An invitation to artists and
technicians to explore,

document and transform
a single parcel of the

spectacular, jagged leav-

ings of mercantile dino-

saurs. Suggested activi-

ties include recorded

interviews with locals (if

any,) dance, plotting of

longitude/latitude,

manhole/surface rubbings,

creative loafing, poems, songs,

psychic readings, stories, (real?) lec-

tures on fauna/flora and sculptures,

shine, furniture constructed with
found objects, all to be created on the
spot and presented to the entire group
as we enjoy a full-moon dinner at this

now famihar place. Artists will have
the opportunity to use dayhght,
twilight and full moonlight
(clouds permitting) for inspira-

tion. All are invited to pose for

Santa Chandler's photo
Christmas card. We will begin
with a short hike on uneven
terrain with obstacles, and you will need both
hands, so all items should be light and easily
carried in a backpack or shoulder bag. Please call

if you have a full size Barbecue grill to loan us.

Where: An urban pinpoint in the wilds of post-
industrial SF.
Meet: Sea Star Club, 2289 - 3rd Street at 20th
Street. (Our destination is a 20 minute walk
away.) Muni bus #15 passes by the bar.

Required: Valid ID, $1 contribution, flashlight, Al

Fresco food or b-b-q item to share, own beverage,

cup/glass and art supplies.

Suggested: Stylish chilly-night clothing, sturdy

shoes or hiking boots, a mat to sit on, no valua-

bles left in cars.

Your Hosts: Santa Chandler 415/673-6629
Harry Haller 415/751-7502
Jaochim Samba 415/391-6602

Columbus Re-Discovered
When: Sunday, Oct. 11th, Noon
Commemorate the invasion of America with a

picnic and a politically corrected

recreation of this historical

event. We'll rent a rowboat for

the interlopers and a canoe for

the new americians. During the

picnic we'll develop scenarios to

play out at the 2 pm landing on
the beach. Dress as immi-
grants or natives and bring
something for the picnic.

Where: Lake Merit, Oakland,
Oak Grove Picnic Area - which
is on the hill near the

Bandstand/Beach Play Area
which is across the street from
666 Park View Road just past

the Children's Fairyland near
Grand Ave. ($2 parking in the

park.)

Your hosts:

^5^
.' Isabella and Pocahontas

lequiem For a View
When: Saturday,

October 17th, 5:04 pm.

Join the crowd at the

Ferry Building to observe

^\^ the crumbling passage of

^'^ a monumental auto-

erotic fantasy.

tJ Midnight Marauders'
"Caper."

When: Saturday overnight, October 17th.

Join Midnight Marauders' California Outpost 99
in an overnight outdoor hike and rugged sleep-

over somewhere in the hills of Marin. Exact loca-

tion, itinerary and schedule confidential.

Attendance extremely limited.

Where: Marin.
Info: Midnight Marauders c/o Sweeny/West
415/979-4992.



2nd Annual Group Art Show & Reception
When: Sunday, Oct. 18th, 7:00 pm.

This is an open studio style group art show open

to those who wish to exhibit their art (paintings,

sculpture, photography) in a relaxed, non-ehtist,

fun environment. Artists are requested to prein-

stall their art before the day of the exhib-

it/reception and to label their work with the

artist's name and the pieces' title (if any) on 3 X 5

cards. The exhibit/reception is open to the pubhc,

but R.S.V.P. is requested as space is hmited. This

is a non-smoking event.

Info: Ronn @ 415/362-5997, Mon-Fri 9:30-6:00 pm.

The Cacophony Meeting.
When: Monday, 26th Oct. 7:30 pm.

Embrace the conspiracy to create new play-

grounds from the tailings of mundane existence or

share amusing anecdotes about events past,

future and yet to be conceived. Bring good cheer

and money for libations and food.

Where: The Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary St.

near Larkin.

Mister Bubble's 4th Annual Halloween
Prank
When: Saturday, Oct. 31st, 7:30 pm.

Mister Bubble will once again unroll several

hundred feet of plastic bubble wrap down the

center of Castro Street between 17th and 19th

Streets. The usual reaction of the crowd is

expected.

Baby Jesus Takes a Vacation
When: Sunday, November 1st, 2 pm.

It began last Christmas when a fiberglass infant

Jesus disappeared from a prominent Nativity

Scene in the Midwest. The bewildered elders of

the church could not understand that the

Messianic departure was anything but the lowest

kind of devilish prank perpetrated by common
thieves. The gospel truth however, is that our

savior believed that there was more to life than
l)ring in a feed trough and so decided to seek His
fame and fortune beyond the manger. To calm
the fears of his distant flock, he has sought to

explain his action through a series of postcards,

letters and photos of Himself in various vacation

settings. Now He comes to us with a scrapbook
full of memories from Kansas City, Denver and
Los Angeles. Let's show Him the real San
Francisco. Bring your ideas to add to the agenda
list which includes a lusty encounter session at a

North Beach night-spot, a salty baptism with the

sea lions at Pier 39, and a round of drinks at a

notorious gay leather bar. We'll travel from site

to sight in a van equipped with an approved shop-

ping cart child seat. Bring some wine, crackers

and cheese for the holy sacrament to be consumed
during the reading of the baptismal rights. Don't
forget your cameras for some divine photo ops.

Meet: On the steps next to St. Ignatius Church at

2130 Fulton at Cole.

Services: performed by Reverend Larry and
Deacon Mike
Everyone attending this event will receive a

yellow warning sign which reads "Caution: Baby
Jesus On Board."

Deadline for November events is Wed, Oct. 28th.

SOUNDS LIKE CACOPHONY • ••

• • October 3rd is the 125th anniversary of

Menlo Park's train station. The Railroad

Museum there is celebrating with a train ride and
a parade of 20 antique cars. Authentically cos-

tumed participants wearing anything from the

mid 1800's to 1960 are invited to join the parade.

There will also be a picnic and other festivities

such as a contest for Best Costume, Best Beard,

and Oldest Resident. For more information, call

Christine at 408/356-1963. • • Splice in some new
genetic material at the International

Biotechnology Conference, Oct. 12-14, Moscone
Center. And the literature makes great envelope

images! • • The 2nd annual SF International

Accordion Festival will be held on Oct. 24/25th.

Just follow the music around Fisherman's Wharf.
• • The Halloween tour of the College of Mortuary
Science will be conducted by Near Escapes,

415/386-8687. •• The Dreamers of Decadence, a

very serious costuming group, will be at the

opening of Francis Ford Coppola's "Dracula",

which is scheduled for release around
Thanksgiving. Sworn to an oath of authenticity,

there will be absolutely no cheap, cheesy or theat-

rical vampires. No black capes with poly satin

linings and no plastic drugstore teeth. Only prop-

erly fitted, orthodonically correct fangs will be

allowed. These lovely creatures will be drop dead

gorgeous, elegant to perfection. What's that red

smudge at the corner of your mouth? Genuine A-

Pos, I'll bet! Ahhh... embrace the darkness. ••

Barnabas is not dead! You can still join The Dark
Shadows Fan Club at P.O. Box 69A04, West
Hollywood CA 90069 • • According to Stephen
Kaplan of the Vampire Research Center in

Elmhurst, New York, there are 550 vampires
living in the United States and only 3 living in

Romania. ••

SUBSCRIBE: You can experience many unusual

activities with a subscription to Rough Draft.

Subscribers receive a special expanded edition of

the newsletter which includes photos and stories

about past events.

- $10 for 1 year.

-$18 for 2 years.

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

All events are in San Francisco and are free

unless otherwise noted.

© 1992 Rough Draft, Jean Francois Alden.

Copy and distribute freely.
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Baby Jesus Takes a
Vacation

V

^//
When: Sunday, Nov. 1st

The King of Kings is *

coming to town so let's show Him '
/
1(|

the real San Francisco. Wear your
best ecumenical attire and bring
bread and wine for the baptismal rites.

Don't forget your cameras for some divine

photo ops.

Meet: On the Steps of St. Ignatius Church,
2130 Fulton at Cole, 2:00 pm

Baby Jesus will be going to Seattle on Dec. 12th,

call the Hotline if you want to be part of that

pilgrimage.

Waste Land Photography and Walking Tour

When: Sunday, Nov. 8th, 12 noon (Nov. 15th in

case of rain.)

"If we dig precious things from the land, we will invite disaster."

-Hopi prophecy.

L We will reprise last year's Wasteland Tour

'by

•photographically

documenting a

'section of San
Francisco's post-Eliot

industrial waste land where
'we'll view first hand what we

do to the earth and how we adapt
to the results. Anyone is welcome
to join this walking tour. However,

^it will be oriented towards participants who
want to take pictures along this theme and
^there will be frequent stops for this purpose.

The tour will end near a group of abandoned
barges at a deserted beach where we will

barbecue, booze and otherwise recycle protein

into fertilizer with ourselves as inconsequential

by-products.

Where: Parking lot at the corner of Cargo Way &
Jennings St., SF
Cost: $2.00 per participant.

Bring: Camera, film, hat, sunscreen, food to

barbecue/share, something congenial to drink, a

day pack to carry it all in, wear hiking boots or

other sturdy shoes and clothing appropriate to

the weather. Charcoal, barbecue and paper plates

will be provided.

Your Host: Harry Haller 415/751-7502

The Official Organ of the San Francisco Cacophony Society



Video Screening and Party

When: Saturday, Nov., 14th, 7:00 pm
This is an event where you video

enthusiasts can bring your non-commercial,

independent and/or experimental videos to screen

them in a (pot luck) party atmosphere. Time slots

will be on a sign-up list, first come first served

basis. Time allotted will be a half hour per person

(flexible.) This is a non-smoking event.

Info/RSVP: Ronn @ 415/362-5997 (Mon-Fri/9:30

to 6 pm.)

(415/626-5416.) • •Election Time Art, the Cartoon

Art Museum has an exhibit of the last sixty years

of Presidential political and humorous cartoons

(415/546-9481.) • •Artists gone bad, the SF Open
Studio program has two prominent artists this

year, Kevin Evans & Sebastian Hyde. Check out

their work on Nov., 7th & 8th. 459 Fillmore Ham-
5pm^^Cacophonists in the Delaware Valley are

searching for people interested in doing an
"Acapella production of Peter & the Wolf."

Info: Ranjit Bhatnagar, PO Box 8166, Phila, PA
19101^^

The Urban Ballroom

When: Tuesday, Nov., 17th, 7:30 - 9:30 pm.
The holiday season is upon us and soon the

air will be filled with the notes of seasonal songs.

Prepare to make use of this 3/4 time muzak with

a beginning waltz work shop. Experienced

dancers are welcome to come as guinea pigs, but

this is strictly a novice level class.

Where: VaillanCourt fountain (Justin Herman
Plaza) at the foot ofMarket St., SF.

Bring: Water, comfy shoes, layered clothing & ID.

Your Host: Yahoon Doorstop 415/346-3357.

Cacophony Meeting

When: Monday, Nov., 23rd, 7:30 pm
Shake the rafters of your cerebrum with

tales of events past, invitations to upcoming
adventures and social cacophony to create more
reality from the threads of existence.

Where: The Edinburgh Castle Pub, 950 Geary
St. near Larkin,

Total Cacophony:

The SF Cacophony Society is ready to

receive your event write-ups, newsletter

inquiries, amusing anecdotes, inspired images,

random participation or just about anything that

can be mailed, recorded, faxed or uploaded. In

addition to the P.O. Box and Hotline, Cacophony
can now get facsimiles and Email. To fax to

Cacophony just dial 415/776-5513 fi-om any fax

machine. To reach digital cacophony (Online) by

modem log onto the Timestream computer
bulletin board, 415/666-0471 (8N1), and find the

Cacophony conferences (a special files section is

accessible if you list Cacophony as a "historical

group" in the questionnaire.) If you know
something or need info, let us know.

Nov.. 24th is the deadline for December events.

SUBSCRIBE: Turn your banal reality into big

time fun with a subscription to the Rough Draft.

Subscribers receive a special expanded edition of

Sounds like Cacophony the newsletter which includes photos and stories

• •Bart Lounge gone bad, Tokyo is preparing for

over 1000 rowdy, drinking, singing and costumed
foreigners to crowd onto its Subway system for a

huge Halloween party. The 14 year old tradition

has grown beyond the amazement and control of

local authorities.* •The New Langton Arts center

is having a "Festival of Post-Futurity" Nov., 5-7.

A series of speakers and films will discuss

cyberpunk, art & the technological modern world

about past events.
- $10 for 1 year.

- $18 for 2 years.

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. BOX 426392
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142-6392

For events in Southern California, contact:

THE ZONE
6085 Venice Blvd. #82
Los Angeles, CA 90034



The Cacophony Society is a randomly gathered network

of free spirits united in the pursuit of experiences beyond

the pale of mainstream society. We are the punctuation

at the end of hypothetical sentences, words in the prose

of technological satire, grammarians of absurdist syntax

and our numbers are promient in the flat edge of a curve.

You may already be a member!
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No Christmas in July

Saturday Dec. 5th, 2:00 P.M.

A group of concerned citizens, elves and Santas will gather

downtown to circulate what will appear to be a genuine

petition to get Christmas decorations, music and TV and

radio commercials banned except in December of each year.

The idea is to enrage the merchants of the city and to sym-

pathize with the visually and aurally assaulted shoppers in

what seems to be becoming a year long shopping season.

Wear: Santa suits, Elf attire and tasteless Christmas scarves,

hats, sweaters, bells or whatever you have and a clip board if

you have one.

Meet: Union Square, at the base of the statue.

Sponsored by: Kimric & Heidi 510/215-9547

a psychotherapy session. Unfortunately there will be no

bears at this event as they are not indigenous to the region

anymore. Please NO alcohol, drugs, automatic weapons or

explosives (die authorities that be have but a small sense of

humor.)

Wliere: Richmond Gun Club, 3155 Goodrick Ave. (off

Parr in the city of Richmond.)

Bring: Firearms, ammo $5 per person range fee and lies or

favorite firearms/war related readings.

The un/poorly armed are welcome, but please RSVP so we
can anticipate needs.

Your hosts: J.D. Boggmann and associates ~ RSVP
(707/553-9977)

Directions to the range (510/620-9519)

A Call to BA.R.C. / A Farewell to Armaments
Sunday Dec. 6th, 9:30 A.M.

Come join our Thompsonesque gathering in the mist of an

East Bay morning to discharge firearms

and tell heinous lies of long for-

gotten battles. Bring pictures

or photocopies of your

most detested peeves and

turn the morning into

Non Event

Wednesday Dec. 9th, all day.

Dress like you always do. Do what you normally do.

Object of the event: See ifyou can pick out the other par-

ticipants. This was a really big event last year. Let's see if we

can do it again!

Sponsored by: The Bureau of Objective Reality.

Seattle Pilgrimage

December 10th thru 13th.

The first union of San Francisco and Seatde

Cacophony will take place when we accompany

baby Jesus on a journey northward to the sunless

city of expresso, garage bands and spawning ground

for the new rock of ages. A fijll agenda of events is

planned. We'll be leaving Wednesday morning in rented

vans and return Sunday night. Share transportation and

lodging costs, aprox $60 person. Food extra. Call 415-665

0351 if you are interested in spending 16 hours or more

traveling in a small metal room getting to know your fellow

Cacophonists.

White Christmas

Saturday Dec. 19th, 7:00 P.M.

Advance reservations are mandatory; space is limited.

We're dreaming of a white Christmas in the extreme. We're

hosting a grand, formal solstice celebration at which every

thing ~ the decor, the food and the guest's clothing will be

white. As a symbol of the triumph of light over darkness, a

bleak, gray urban environment will be transformed into a

magical white room of light and festivity. We'll feast on all-

white food, drink white wine and listen to musical selec-

tions from "White Christmas" to "White Room."

To attend you must: 1) Send $5 materials fee (in cash or a

check made out to "cash") to White Christmas, P.O. Box

426392, S.F. 94142

before December 15. You'll receive written instructions

about when and where to meet; 2) Bring a grand poduck

meal which is white; 3) wear all white clothes (this is man-



415/776-5513

dacory; formal wear preferred.)

The loan of a kerosene heater, white tablecloths and paint-

ing equipment for this event would be appreciated.

Your Hosts: Jeffery Spaulding & Ethyl Ketone 415/564-

5047.

Espionage

Sunday Dec. 20th, 12:00 noon.

Holiday shopping is perilous. Screaming children, people

fighting over sale items and spies. You will face these

dangers as you attempt to complete two missions: the first is

to finish your Christmas shopping, the second is to expose

subversive agents. Armed with only a photograph of your

target and a special codeword you will plunge into a

crowded downtown shopping center to find spies, excellent

sales and to avoid those who could blow your cover.

To play send 1) a photograph of yourself and 2) a phone

number where you can receive your assignment to the

Cacophony mail box.

Your contact: The Mole 415/346-3357.

still built in America but with almost all Japanese compon-

ents. Embrace the cultural paradox. •• A sure sign that the

future is here... There is no gender attached to the rest-

rooms during a k.d. lang concert. •• Check out your local

magazine rack for the latest issue of "Women & Guns." It's

filled with helpfijl articles like how to wear an evening

gown over a .38 and specialized ads for quick-draw purse

holsters and other fun stuff'. ••

-•• FUTURE EVENTS ••-

DANGER RANGER'S POST-YULE PYRE
CHINESE NEW YEAR TREASURE HUNT
KILL YOUR TV
SAINT STUPID'S DAY PARADE
DINNER ON THE BRIDGE
THE ALICE IN WONDERLAND PICNIC
TOASTER FIESTA
THE ATOMIC CAFE
BURNING MAN
THE MIDNIGHT LAUNDRY
And many more surprising events, performances and

pranks from the mind of Cacophony.

Third Annual Winter Solstice Event

Sunday Dec. 20th, 7:00 P.M.

Once again, we celebrate cyclic cosmos day/night with a

trek to Golden Gate Park for a festive pot-luck party.

Musical instruments and relevant words welcome.

Info: Ronn (415/362-5997, Mon-Fri 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.)

The Urban Christmas Tree

Saturday Dec. 26th, 7:00 P.M.

We'll be creating our own public, urban non-denominati-

onal Christmas tree by fastening "branches" to prominent

downtown lamppost and festooning it with found art,

broken Christmas ornaments, abandoned relics and person-

al symbols of the year past which we'd like to jettison as

1992 draws to a close. We'll brace ourselves for the task

with libations at Spec's, then head out into the urban forest

to pick out a grand and impressive steel "tree" to decorate.

(Bearing in mind that for the homeless, Christmas is a cruel

hoax, perhaps we could leave objects of use to them "under"

the tree such as: socks, gloves, hats, sweaters and canned

food which are especially welcome at this time of year.)

Meet at Spec's, 12 Adler Alley off Columbus Ave.., S.F.

Santa Spaulding 415/564-5047.

???????????????????????????????????

Did you find this newsletter amidst a rainbow of flyers in a

cafe? Or perhaps it was thrust into your hands by some

clown as you stood, unsuspectingly, in the wake of liberated

reality? Imagine the wonders that could be yours with a

subscription to a Cacophony newsletter. Subscribers get a

second page of news and images from the world of

Cacophony and clippings, trinkets or interesting items

mailed directly to them in a unique art envelope. With a

subscription you assure yourself of a steady supply of fun,

amusement and adventure. Subscribe today!

-$10 for 1 year

-$18 for 2 years

For events in San Francisco

ROUGH DRAFT
P.O. Box 426392, San Francisco, CA, 94142-6392

For events in Seattle

Seatde Cacophony Society

PO Box 31848, Seattle, WA , 98103-1848

For events in L.A,

TALES FROM THE ZONE
6085 Venice Boulevard #82, Los Angeles, CA , 90034

.. CACOPHONY COMMENTS ••

Grunge clothing, once an anti-fashion statement of thrift

store shoppers featuring torn sweaters, ripped jeans and

baggy flannel shirts is now a big and expensive style in

Vogue magazine. •• The Emporium's autumn collection

has taken it's cue from the street with it's basic black collec-

tion. •• Look out Dr. Martin, Channel has introduced a

black motorcycle boot for women. •• Harley-Davidson is

All events are free and in San Francisco unless otherwise

noted.

Deadline for January events is December 3l3t.

There will not be a Cacophony meeting in December.

Jean Fran9ois Alden editor December 1992.


